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THE URCHIN'S GRIEVANCE AGAINST

CROSSES

OF SIGHS

ARMY SHOULD

BE BETTER PAID

1908

ANOTHER

'

CAPABLE MEN FIND OTHER
WALKS MORE ATTRACTIVE

DEFENDANT

APPEARS

Washington. D. C. Jan. 6. SecTafi. is a strong advocate of
Increased pay for the army and his
Annual report Just sent to congress
completely dispels any doubt as to
his powltion.
The report shows a rapid decrease
in the strength of the regular army
in recent years, the loss last year being 4.428 men, and the present need
for officers to replace those now detailed on recruiting duty and as military instructors In educational

retary

(Secretary Taft declares that while
many reasons have been advanced
to explain the difficulty a sufficient
one is to be found in inadequacy of
army pay.
There are too many other walks
of life in which an able bodied man
can make more money to make the
army attractive.
Men with college
education, capable of being officers
flnd tilling the social position or officers, can make more money in a
business life than they can in the
army.
More pay for officers and
men is Secretary Taft's solution of
question.
the
Attractive.
should
The secretary
aba recommends
the creation of a general service
corps to relieve soldiers of a vast
amount of unmilltary work that they
are now called upon to perform.
Jle believes that the military service sho'tlil t so attractive er.d desirable tii t it will not be difficult
to get hold of the class of men needed for the enlisted personnel and to
make the army service life work as
It used to De by offering rewards for
proficiency and greater Increase of
pay for length of service.

WILL

RECEIVE

WARM WELCOME IN

KANSASJIIY
Are
Missouri Republicans
Preparing to Greet Secretary February 10.
Mo., Jan. 0. In
City,
Kansas
much more than a general sense it
can be said that secretary Taft will
find himself among friends when he
makes his visit to Kansas City February Id, to address the young republican
of .Missouri. He will, in
all truthfulness, be coining to his
own. He will receieve a welcome
even more cordial than any with
which he has been greeted on former occasions when he has been entertained by the people of this, community.
In all of the qualities which contribute to the valuable possesion of
Secretary Taft
popularity
merited
dhows a constant development and
expansion. He is, without doubt, a
stronger man before the public than
he was when he was in Kansas City
y. me months ago. The things that
he dot have the happy ettect of
winning
pleading the people and
their approval. His rarely direct and
lucid exposition in Boston of the
causes leading to the panic was only
an example. His public utterances
are replete with enlightenment and
give proof always of conscience and
of Judgment that is rooted in the
lirinesi iuugrity.
Kun.-a- s
City, in Its fiber and temperament, is a Taft town. Il lies
on '.he borders of two sates that are,
heart and soul, for Taft. It is what
could be well called a "coign of
vantage" for the Taft influence. It
will afford to the secretary of war
an especially auspicious and advantageous forum. What he says here
will conjmand instant and elfective
11 is as if a commanding
attention.
advocate of a great cause were placed on soino splendid eminence from
felt and
which lo mane himself
heard.
The etfei".: of Secretary Tuft's visit
to Kansas City may be readily foretold. It will be to contribute momentum to the regenerating forces
which the
for which no stands, and
people desire him to carry forward
States.
United
of
the
a j pic dent
hVN
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KAM1SCO . KMTI 11
DIIOI'S IHlMi AT HO.Mi:.

Wus One of tho SuH'rvl.srii-o- Who
Coiifewed Ta Willi; Money
CoriKirations.
ForFrancisco,
Cal.. Jan.
San
mer Supervisor Thomas F. l.onegan
dropped dead at his home this morning. He was one of the members of
the supervisors, who confessed
from the United
bribe
company
Railroads and Telephone
and other corporations.

INSURANCE

Dies.
Prominent lcll-rit- c
Denver. Jan. 6. William S. I'aul.
of
Colorado,
Utah
the
commander
and Wyoming Division of the Sons of
Veterans, Is dead at his home in this
city from congestion of the lungs. He
was 33 years old.
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OWNERS THREATEN
WHOLESALE EVICTIONS.

E

Charges That They Ignored Legal League Issues Statement to Its
Members to Stand Firm-Ri- ch
Difference Between Assessment
Women Lending Strikers Aid
and Old Line Companies
Teamsters Reluse Jobs Where
That Policy Holders
Eviction Are Made.
Are Well Protected.
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Thaw MuHi Improved in Health
New York, Jan. 6. There was a
conference at Martin W. Littleton's
office yesterday, at which Harry K
Thaw's defense was completely out
lined. Besides Mr. Littleton there
were present
District
Attorney
O'Kellly and A
Daniel
Kussell Peubody, the latter two of
counsel during the first Thaw trial.
It was agreed that the only defense to be introduced would be insanity at the time Stanford White
was slain. It will be Insisted that
Thaw at present is perfectly sane.
Kxpert alienists In the employ of
the district attorney will be asked
to study Thaw that they may be con
vlnced he is now sane.
Thaw's mental condition has very
much improved since he has been
in the Tombs.
He is In splendid
physical condition. Thaw is looking
much Improved in health. His eyes
are much clearer; there was not the
slightest sign of a "brain storm"
when seen at the Tombs yesterday,
He was playing "Dlabolo," the new
game which his wife brought him
some weeks ago, Little Tny" Bones,
who Is waiting his turn to be tried
on the charge of murder, was Harry
Thaw's playmate in the Tombs yard.
cw Testimony.
.Modi
The defense will offer much new
testimony testimony that was not
brought out at the last trial. There
will be a score of new eyewitnesses
to the shooting of White, and all will
testify that, in their opinion, Thaw
was insane on the night of the mur
der.
Mr. Littleton ha
a list of the
three hundred talesmen to appear
today, Tuesday and Wednesday in
the, criminal branch of the supreme
court and detectives are laves li?at-in- g
the record of each. This is done
in every Important murder case by
the defense as well as by the dis
triit attorney.
Mr. O'Kellly and Mr. Teabody call
I'd at the Tombs early yesterday to
see Thaw. They consulted with him
In the counsel room on the second
tier of the Tombs prison. Thaw was
glad to tee Mr. O'Kellly again. The
lawyer has Just recovered from an
Mr. O'Kellly
attack of bronchitis.
said that he was feeling well and
Hint outdoor
exercise would soon
restore him to his former self.
The rumor
that Mrs. Kve'yn
Thaw had quarrelled with her husband was denied. Mrs. Thaw has
been suffering from a severe cold,
but she has been In dally communication with her husband. She last
saw him Sunday.

NEW

lawfully Declared Bankrupt Says Haynes.

Com-

New York, Jan.
6. Harry K.
Thaw today for a second time faced
trial on the charge or wilful muf-de- r.
Compared with the former trial,
Interest In the case is at a low ebb'.
It is probable that many tedious
days will be spent In securing
and the Jurymen will be placed under lock and key from the moment
they are chosen until they finally
finish with the case.
District Attorney Jerome, with assistants, will represent the people.
Martin W. Littleton replaces Delphlu
M. Delmas as Thaw's chief counsel.
The usual curious crowd was gathered about
the criminal courts
building this morning In the hope
of catching a gllmipse of Thaw as
he crossed the bridge of sighs. A
squad of fifty policemen kept the
passageways clear.
Women were
barred, none of their sex but newspaper writers being admitted to the
court room.
Thaw was elated over the fact
thai the day of his trial had ar
rived.
Three Sessions a Day.
Thaw was called to bar at 11:27
o'clock. His appearance showed lit
tle change from last year.
As soon as Thaw appeared Little
ton announced that the former plea
of not guilty entered by his client
would be amended to read, "That
defendant, was insane at tha time the
deed was committed. "
Mrs. Evelyn Thaw, attired in the
blue school girl dress, which became
familiar at the first trial, was in the
court room when the trial began.
he was aceompanTexi by Mrs. Car
negie ana Joslah Thaw.
Justice Dowling announced that
until further notice there would be
three sessions
each day from 10:16
a. m., to 1 p. m.; from 2 p. m., to
p. m., and from 8 p. in., to 10
p. in.
Ono Juror Accepted.
Just before the noon recess Char
les K. Creminels, n shipbroker, was
accepted hs a Juror. He was not
sworn In, however, as It was decided
not to administer the oath until the
jury box is full.
All Jurors will thus be subject to
the peremptory challenge up to the
last, minute.
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TO PACE THE WORST

Trial-Mot-

Jan

partita.

New York Examiner Would The Inhabitants of 2.400
Have Alutual Reserve Un.
Large Dwellings Refuse

GLAD

There Should be a Service Corps Interest In Case at Low Ebb
pared with First
to Da the Work and Other Things
Visits Son In Tombs-Char- ge
Unmilltary That Soldiers Are
Still "Wilful Murder-Ple- a.
Now Called Upon to
"Brainstorm."
Perform.
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COMPANY UNDER

uR TRIAL

Report for Last Year Shows No Women Will be Permitted
to Hear Evelyn's Sec
An Alarming Decrease
ond Shameful
of Officers
Story.
and Men.

TAFT

Cenrer. Colo.,
and colder In east

WE GET

1.45 p.m.

VOLUME 23.

THAT

WEATHER

eclares
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New

York,

X. Y.,

President Archibald
Sninll Hoy to Youthful Year: Say U.I. wot you moan by pulUn' all tltf main Itollerdavft at dcr mid of tlie
lwtvks v. hero they won t do a feller no good?
with ( liristiiiiiei on a i'rkltty, wo won't liave but one
week out o school.

NINETEEN ARRESTED FOR KANSAS CITY EXPLOSION MUNCIE

AGAINST

PLOTTING

MYSTERY MAY NEVER

ARE

BE

CZAR'SJOTHER

STREET

CARS

RUNNING
AGAIN

Members of the Executive Authorities Are Unable as Yet The Presence of Troops Has
Committee of the Populist
to Say Whether It Was
Wholesome F.ffect Upon
Party Are Indicted.
Bomb or Gas.
Strikers.

AH

INTERIOR RUSSIANS
WOMEN SAW SMOKE AND
ALL SIX PERSONS
SUFFERING FROM FAMINE
SCREAMED AND RAN
SHOT WILL RECOVER
iSt. Petersburg,
.
Jan,
The police have arrested nineteen persons
who are accused of having conspired
to murder the Czar's mother three
weeks ago, when she returned from
abroad.
The police are extremely
about the case, but
say the plot was ingenious and the
conspirators were so confident of suc-s- s
they put a death notice in the
Novoe Vremya of Dec. 11 concerning "Maria Feodorovna Komanova,"
Inviting friends to attend a requiem
mass at a fictitious church,
Monastery."
Indictments have been returned
against all the members of the executive committee of the Popular
party, men belonging to the
intellectual section of the social revolutionists, mostly veterans of the
revolutionary struggle, who withdrew
from the social revolutionary party
to take part in the elections to the
They are accused of
third duma.
belonging to a secret organization
which aimed to overthrow the government. The social revolutionary organization is the only radical political party which has not already been
brought to bar. The duma will be
asked to suspend its sittings pending
the trial.
The officials of the agricultural department in the ministry of the Interior are becoming more downcast
every day, as they realize the necessity of Increasing appropriations for
the relief of the people In European
Kussian and the Caucasus already
suffering from famine or facing it.
The imnerlal council met Saturday
In special session to appropriate
money tor relief of the starving.
close-mouth-

CAUSED

GAS

DEATH OF

TrlT

1ITILE

EGYPT"

Marks on Hotly Ilcortel by
to llaei lle'ii Made by
1'ONt .Mortem Tissue ('.liuugCM.
New York, Jan. 6. Catherine
known as "Little Kgypt." the
dancer, who was found dead in her
apartment yesterday, died from gas
asphyxiation according to a report
Huhmi.ted by the physician who performed the autopsy today. The several marks on her body, which led
to suspicion of foul play, the autopsy,
disclosed were due lo post mortem
tiSMic changes.
When the body Was found yesterday morning by
the woman's
maid, deep blue lines were found on
several parts of the body and neck.
The inaiks had the appearance
of
having been made by the gripping of
it bund.
"Uttle Kgypt" hid been a well
kiK.wn character on tlio Ureal White
Way for years and was of a very
cheerful disposition.
It is believed
by some that she committe.i suicide.
I'liysl-Hieiit-

De-vin- e,

SENATE

WuOUST

HOLD

SHORT SESSIONS

Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. The
senate was In session only four minupon
utes today, adjourning
the
adoption of resolutions on the death
of Senator Mallory of Florida.
With organization complete,
the
house of representative
reconvened
at noon today. Almost a full quorum was present.
After a half hour's session the
house adjourned until tomorrow out
of respect for the memory of the
lute Senator Mallory.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 6. No motive for the dynamiting of the First
.National bank building In the basement, which explosion occurred Saturday at noon, had been found up
to this morning and the matter may
always remain a mystery.
Several experts still insist that
something explosive was set off while
others hold to the belief that the explosion was from natural causes,
probably accumulated gas.
No arrests have been made. None of the
Injured are in a serious condition.
The first theory advanced by officers of the bank was that the explosion was caused by a bomb put
in the place by a crank.
lebrls Was Fvecywhorc.
As it stood following the explosion
the toilet room was the first room
ul the foot of tho stairs under flie
north end of the bank room. There
was an
brick wall set irt
cement Just north uf the toilet room,
separating It from the engine room.
Jn the toilet room were a row of
closets along the north wall. Ten
fet farther south, running along the
south wall, was a row of washstands.
All of these things are obliterated
now. All that remains of the partition la a
steel beam that is
cured near the middle six Inches out
of line, and a great pile of broken
marble, water pipes and brick and
cement.
The place where the explosion
must have occurred was in the closet next to the east partition only a
few feet from the door.
At this
point there is a hole several Inches
deep in the concrete floor. It Is irregular but nearly round and fiv
or six square feet of surface was
torn up.
The Door was the best kind of
concrete construction
covered with
tile and
a terrific downward
forte in the explosive.

Munlce, Ind., Jan. 6. The cars on
the local street railway lines began
running today on regular schedule,
manned by local men and without
guards. and without interference
from the strikers.
Twelve companies of Infantry and
one battery of the Indiana National
Uuurds are resting in quarters here
and tho streets are patrolled by five
hundred busines and professional
men who have been sworn In as deputies. The strained situation Is becoming irksome to the better element and It Is believed that flteps
will be tuken toward a settlemert
soon.
The coming of the troops, which
arrived from Indianapolis on Saturday night, has quieted the strikers.
A few cars were ru
yesterday without Interference. On Saturday Uov-ernHanley told the management
of the companies that if they did not
start cars they tood to loie their
An effort
be
franchises.
should
made to run the cars should they
be demolished.
None of the six pernors Injured In
Uie. riots of Friday have died and it
is believed that all will survive their

or

wound.

The crowd, that hovered around
the street car barns yesterday Is not
in evidence today.

KMPLOYIMtS' MHHItTY IiAW"
IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
So Itcclnn-liy
Supremo Court
of Hie lime! statew.
Washington, D. C, Jan.
In an
opinion by Justice White tho supremo court of the United States today held unconstitutional a congressional enactment of June 11. 19D6,
known as the "Employers' Liability
law" making railroads and other
common carriers responsible to employes in accidents due to negligence
Ton- - Off
of fellow servants or Inaffectlve apConnecting with this hole in the pliances. The decision of the lower
floor is the hole through the brick courts was affirmed.
wall.
It Is about two feet square
and every brick that was knocked
out was broken. When this debris
went through the boiler room it took 125,000 OUT OE WORK
h
a part of the
iron water
pipe, including
an
elbow Joint of
IN NEW YORK CITY
the pipe, which was broken In two.
All the debris was thrown some distance along the floor and part of it
was carried to the north wall of the t il) noil stuto Uovcrnmeiiti Will lie
holier room about thirty feet. Chas.
l to I 'or Keller for
ps-ul- i
Uran:, an employe, was in the way
Unemployed.
of the mass of the debris and was
carried with It a few feel, but was
New York. Jan. 6. Organized Icnot very nerlously hurt.
hor has taken up the problem of
The force of the explosion tore tin ling relief for tho 125,001) persons
out ail of the partition between the fald to bo out of work in New Ynrn
toilet room and the lit; le hull and 'ily. A meeting will be held Wedone
of the nesday at
another partition t
plans to assist the
rooms where valuable papers are unemployed which
will be discussed.
kept went with it.
It is expected that an appeal will
South of the toilet room and west be mad. to tho city, state and naof it under the sidewalk was a long tional governments
to
with
alley with lockers on each side fsr special emergency funds assist
and by givuse
employes.
the
of
These lockers ing work to some of thousands
of
out
are of sneet steel. Tne partition was employment.
all destroyed and the lockers are
broken, twis.ed, knocked down and
generally damaged. The iron window gratings along the sidewalk on WILLIAMS WOULD
the west sole were knocked out and
one of them went through a window
REDUCE ARMY
on the other side of the street. People across the street who were near
fcay a gust of white smoke came out
of the windows after the explosion. liitrothiivs Bill Which Would
Cut
Thrown Through a Window.
tjuota to 3(1,000 Men.
"If it was a 'dynamite bomb that
Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. A bill
caused the explosion, and this seems
the only explanation, it must have reducing the regular army after the
been thrown tlirougn a basement first day of December, 1&0S, to
men. l.OuO of whom shall conwindow on the we.-- t side of the
building," said K. F. Swlnney, presi- stitute the artillery force fur coast
defense,
was Introduced
today by
dent of the bank. "There are two
Kepresontative Wnliams. The standing army us now composed embraces
forty odd thousand officers and men.
(Continued on race Eight.)
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Haynes, of
the Mutual Keserve Insurance company, sharply criticised the method
of the state insurance department
yesterday and practically accused It
of trying to have the company
bankrupt regardless of the
law. Hupt. Otto Kessey, of the department, turned over to Attorney
General Jackson on Dec. 31 a report
of his examination of the company,
which showed it to be Insolvent. If
the ordinary course Is followed the
attorney general may bring receivership proceedings against the company, which. It Is declared, would be
a calamity to Its 17,000 policyholders
many of whom have been paying
premiums for fifteen years or more
and are now too old or have physical
disabilities which disbar them from
insurance in other companies.
.President Haynes said:
"The examiners of the Insurance
department treated tha Mutual Keserve as a legal reserve or an old
line .company and not as an assessment company, which It Is. The company was reincorporated
several
years ago, but this change did
not
alter its status as an assessment company. A month ago the
United
stales supreme court held that the
reincorporation
uid - not ohange Its
status as an assessment company but
simply extended Its scope so it could
do an old line business.
"This decision' has a most important bearing upon the report of the
insurance department,
and means
that If its findings are ever taken into the courts they will not be upheld.
"The difference between an assessment company and a legal reserve
company is this an assessment company does not have to maintain a
legal reserve, while an old line company does.
"Under the law regulating assessment companies
we could
have
1 100, 000. ol)
of outstanding
Insurance and 10,000,000 of unpaid death
claims and we would still not be Insolvent. We would have six months
In which to assess the policyholders
for the money necessary to pay the
death claims. Then at the expiration
of the six months If the money was
not forthcoming and the death claims
remained unpaid the company could
bo legally declared Insolvent.
"The Mutual Keserve !ias about
30,000 assessment policyholders and
17.000 old line or legal reserve policyholders. Against our old line business we are required by law to maintain a reserve of about fl. 500, 000.
As a matter of fact we have assets
of between 14,000,000 and 6.000,000,
of which the cash assets exceed
Against our assessment business we are not required by law to
maintain any reserve, but we have a
reserve against It nevertheless.
"I cannot uderstand the motives
of the examiners.
Last August they
accepted $447,000 as the value of
our real estate leases. In November
they arbitrarily cut this down to
$50,200, the estimate of an outside
appraiser. They also object to the
liens on policies. A company doing
an assessment business is required
by law to levy assessments or liens
u Its policyholders to provide
the
money to pay the maturing death
claims.
"Supt. Kelsey has not given his official approval of the findings of his
examiners, but Instead hands their
report over to the attorney general.
When Mr. Jackson examines the law
I
am confident lie will find against
the report and in favor of tho company."
C.

"I'lONKKIl RAILHOAD
MAN" IS DEAD.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 6. John K.
Fanning, well Known among railroad
men as the "Pioneer railroad man,"
die I yesterday at his home here at
the age of 81 years. Ha came to
America from Ireland In 1844.
OKA SAYS

JAPAN HAS

New York, Jan.
.
Tha tenants
strike is spreading to every part of
the city. There seems Uttle possibility of a settlement abort of tha
owners giving away to the demands
of the strikers.
More than 2,400
Bast Side tenement dwelling- - families
have refused to pay their full rent
for January. "Take what we offer
iy
or nothing" was their ultimatum
when the collectors refused to
accept 80 to DO per cent of the January rent.
iag
The collectors In most cases chose)
the latter alternative, and as a result the landlords will at once Institute thousands of dispossess proceedings to gain their end.
Keside
the 2,400 families already
affected, It was said today at th
headquarters of the Tenants' union,
at 313 Urand street, that 3,000 mora
were in line and would fight tha
landlord on these lines when th
monthly payment was demanded,
Do Not Itcfuse to l'sy.
There will be no flat refusal ta
pay, but they will- refuse to
than 80 per cent of th
amounts demanded.
More than 6,000
more families
have signed protest blanks, but they
live in houses that are not fully organized. The remainder of the families in these partly organised houses,
however, are expected to Join th
movement when tan rer.l collectors
ujrpf.ar. "
League Urges IlesiJMa'nceThe executive committee of th
Antl-dilg- h
Kent league issued a long
statement, to tenants in which, it
said:
The conflict with the landlords today, the first rent day since th organization of the strike, is only th
beginning. The struggle will be continued until rents are reduced' la
every tenement
of the east slds.
Lawyers have volunteered to act for
Ihe tenants in the courts.
As fast as families are dispossessed they will be temporarily taken In
by other families not yet put out.
But we do not anticipate that very
many will be dispossessed when the
landlords see our determination and
the perfection of our organization.
cwllllFithrd cmf shr shrdlu unu n ta
The whole east side cannot be dispossessed. Besides, the evxpense and
the loss for the landlords will be too
great, and they will be forced to give
in early in the battle. We have already organized the tenants of over
1 .tin 0
houses, and have already secured reductions for 250 tenants.
IUHi Women Aid (Strikers.
A smartly dressed young
woman
wearing expensive furs went to th
Grand
street headquarters and
watched the work with Interest. After a while she introduced herself
to Mr. Caplan, stating that she was
in hearty sympathy with the
rent
strike movement and wished It success.
When she left, Mr. Caplan would
not reveal her Identity, but said she
was a wealthy woman who believed
in socialist principles.
"I do not represent Hose Pastor
'Stokes or any one else," she said. "I
dislike notoriety, and would not,
think of giving my name or speaking
at meetings, but I would give th
movement financial aid."
Kef ue to Aid City Marshal.
City marshals will be thwarted In
attempts to dispossess tenants by a
sympathetic strike by the
United
Teamsters. Abraham Kustln and Joseph Schwartz, representing the east
side local of the union, called at 813
Urand street and declared lhat th
members had decided not lo help tho
landlords. Their announcement was
enthusiastically
received, and
the
two left, saying they would persuade
an,
others to si
with the strikers.
Annie Levy, owner of 68 Montgomery street, it was thought by her tenants, would yield promptly to their
demanded, but Instead, she went to
tho Madison street court today and
swore out warrants aguiiikt three
tenants.
"We are on strike," they said.
"All right." she replied. "I'll slrike
too. We'll see who can strike hardest "
to-d.-

;

i

pay-mor-

-

1FU'.0 ATI:
NOT CALLED

IU'liees Unit

ANDKIAVS IVI'ItO- Hit lis MANY KILLS
Washington, D. C. Jan. . (Spe-

RESERVES

Orx-Would tome
Through lllm lteMirt 1'roiii
ViiiiMnier Not Hclieved.
r

cial) Delegate Andrews today introduced the following bills:
An amendment to Indian depreda-tlo- n
claim ait eliminating
word
"In amiiy."
To validate acts of New Jlrxico
legislature to issue bonds.
All act to. appropriate
S2.oilt aid
for tho Sixteenth National irrigation
ongre.-s- .
Aii act granting land to the Wo-n's Mission union for sanitarium
purposes.
To create a n ittonal park out .if
the old battlefield Of Glorleta.
The following petis.ou uii.s were

Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. N'lya
In charge of the Japanese
here today authorized a formal denial of the report from Vancouver, H. C, to the tlTect that the
Japanese government was refilling
its army reserve men In tho United
States. 1I sai l the action could not
be taken without the knowledge of nt rod uct d
the embassy and there was not the
Mrs. A. J. Fountain, Nicar io Quin-tanleast intimation of ii here. Moreover
Antonio Keiidoi, Simon Aria-sthat the call for th, return of the J. M. Warner. Miguel Komero, Ceo.
reservists would necessarily be
K. Witt, Miry J. Martin, Maria S. B.
a considerable time, uy the Sanchez, liottlieb Noiz.iker.
order for a mobilization of reserve Cisco Salazar y Jimlnez, Samuel limn.
Kar-be- a
in Japan, which has not been Issued.
u.

ika

em-l-ns-

i

a.

pro-ced-

ed

A.
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Miner Snys 'Hint It Is tin
leal Thing Coinpaiiy Made ;mmi
in Every Piirllculiir.

H .Im'o

Hoot is subbing for V. S.
at Plnta.
Snilih. night operator
Ariz., on the Santa Fe. Mr. Smith
a
month's leave of
has been granted
absence. Mr. Hoot has disposed of
his Indian trading store at Chambers on the Navajo reservation.
Four big engines from the
were
division
brought to the local shops from
v. mslow
last week for general repairs.
on
H. A. Mularkey. stenographer
Superintendent Uibson's car. went to
to
Sunday
hospital
Angeles
the Los
be treated f ir ear trouble.
A. I. Warren Is relieving J. M.
Miller.
Santa Fe agent at Grand
Canyon. Mr. Miller Is spending a
month in California.
recently of the
T. H. den ham.
Mexican Central, has begun the work
In the Wins-looperator
copying
of
w

offices.

(From the Hlsbee Miner.)
"The College Widow," us present
last evening,
ed at the Orpheum
gave entire satisfaction to me large
audience In attendance . There Is
not a dull moment nor a mediocre
line In this bright .story of college
life, bv tieorga Ade. There is no one
particular upon which the entire ac
tion of the play hinges, it present- ist and
opportunities for an
.Mr. Savages company inane k"u hne scene oi meverv particular.
football game in the third act Is;
deserving of special attention. It was
wonderfully realistic and the auditor
Is xti'onulv tempted to take the ath- le'.lc girl at her word and "get in and
root."
i.Manager King of ithe Orjiheum is
to be congratulated on in nrst a' n
traction outside of the excellent
company now playing repertoire
He has
at his cosy little tneater.
tr ven the people of liisbee lhe wonh
promises
money.
he
And
of their
to continue to merit their
"I
Said he last
dence.
ropose to secure for Hlsbee every
traveling attraction of merit that I
can that Is. if I can get them at
I
the proper prices of admission.
am go ng to make ii:snee my numr
and to build up a I good patronage
know that this
for mv theater, and
can be done by securing the confidence of the public, in other words,
if 1 cannot secure attractions for
Itisliee at an advance (as suggested
by the Miner) of not over 5 cents
of what they charge in the larger
will refuse to book them.'
towns.
At Klks' opera house tonight.
all-st-

ar

I

Ar-mi-

i

confi-evenln-

KILLS ONE,
WOUNDS THREE

g:

Santa Fc. X. M.. Jan. 6. The
bursting of a flywheel wrecked the
Kugenlo
ltomero sawmill at Tor-reoTorrance county, about one
hundred and twenty miles south of
Santa Fe, Saturday.
Telesforo Trujillo was Instantly
(SANTA FK HAS SM AIJ,
and Ilavld Tapla. William
WltlX'k NKAIl STOCKTON' killed.
fitoekton, Jan. 6. While pussing Mash and Kduardo Chaves were so
Injured
that they may die.
a small siding west of Holt station badlv
The owner of the mill lives at Las
FVIday night the Santa Fe local, due
Vegas and is one of the republican ANTONY AMI CI.KOPVIHA
here at 7:40, was wrecked, the
nk;iit
TOMOKKOW
tender, baggage and smoking leaders of the territory.
deparA novel and extraordinary
The mill has been cutting timber
cars leaving the track. Fortunately
by
Charles H.
In the Manzano mountains the paat ture has been made
no iw was Injured.
spectacumagnificent
Hanford in his
A relief train sent from (Stockton few jears.
n.

1
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TAFFTY, THE DISAPPOINTED PLAYMATE
Hill

IN

ISSUED

I

A.

lAnce

I, ANYWAY."

LATE-CXIMER-

Katlierlna BnUtinil In Her Steerage Irc-- s, anil Ivan ltiikavlslmikofT.
golden haired. IS years old
New York. Jan. 6. Two literary Bakurtil,
a graduate of the Vnlvcrsity of
exiles from Hussla have settled here and Petersburg.
She desires to folto enjoy freedom to study and to St.
low
here her studies in political
spread the light of the Hussian
economy.
The man of the pair Is Ivan
For purposes of study they travHukavlshnikoff. 2S years old, and a
.had experiSiberia. He Is snld to be a eled in the steerage and
of
native
enough to till a book
cousin of Corky, the Russian genius ences varied steerage
in
which they
two.
or
The
this
whose missionary tour through
country was cut short by the fact traveled brought over not only 800
with most of their housethat the woman accompanying him immigrants
hold goods,
but smallpox, scarlet
was not his wife.
diphtheria
and measles.
fever,
Ivan's companion was F.keterlna

of Texajf.

AWM1LL

Foit

Nl'MnKH OF ALP.roi KUQI'E IH'SINKSS MEN II WE
ALHEAIIY M A HE SI'CII AltKANG KM KNTs MOKE All E
lUHNfJ IT EVKKY II AY. ONE WISE MEKCIIANT. WHO
A ITEM ITS TO Illt.WV A LINE IIIVHIINO THE PATItOXAfJE
HE KECKIVES I'IKIM AUVKKTISINO. I'KOM THAT COMINO
TllltOl(.ll OTIIKH CHANNKLS. INFORMED VS ONLY
THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IX THE
YENTKItlY
A 1.11 VI KHOI K CITIZKN
DITtlNH THK TWO MONTHS
IT HAS KI N. HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY A II V EltTI SEM EXT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IX
DlltEfT. IMMEDIATE RKTURNS. IS A OOOD IN VESTMENT,
HECAI'SE YOC fiET YOUR MONEY HACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PIULICITY TO HOOT. HIT WHEN
UF.sl l.TS ARE SI'CH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOC ARE G KITING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MIXE.
THE FIRST MAX IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF TIIK WHEAT, THE
S
GLF.AV
THK STI HBLES.
DIKE, THE TOBACCO KING. IX CONVERSATION
WITH Til K WRITER ONCE SAID: "I lEOX LIFE OX
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE. A HLIXII MULE AND
TEX IKll.Ii.MlS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
DOLLARS,
HIT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBARLY NO MAN IX ALHl Ql'ERQcE
II s II Ml A MORE MODEST BEGINNING TlLN MR. DI KE.
AND TIIKHK IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EOUAL
IM SINESS
ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS.
STAT
IT TO YOURSELF. AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AX OLD SAW,
KEEN CUTER, TILT SAYS:
BUT
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

-

e

toPLAN.
thi: I'liiiiic.
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IT THAN

P. Hing at Hackberry.
Fireman
Friday evening received a fall
a
rib. Ir. A. F.ly of
which broke
Kingman reduced the fracture and
he was taken to Needles nnd is now
He will probin the hospital there.
He
ably be taken to L,os Angeles.
was on top of the engine tank filling
the tank when a leaky throttle caus
ed the engine to move. Fireman Hing
endeavored to raise the spout out
of the way of the cars following
when it swung around and knocked
across
the manhole,
him down
breaking a rib.
Three Lnntry Construction com
nanv men who were working at the
Haton tunnel, were taken to the hos
pital at Trinidad last week. T. I
Cox cut his hand with a penknife.
and
tho wound became Infected dad-dls
John
blond poison Is feared.
is suffering with an attack of
til.tunnel and
grippe contracted at
John Smith came in with n rehu- matic knee which is causing him
much pain.
On Saturday, January 2.1, the Tex
as Association of Passenger Agents
They hekl the
met at tlalveston.
regular annual election of otlicers.
Thev remained over Sunday and had
a big ovster roast out on the bay,
It was the largest meeting of pas
senger agents ever held In the sta;e
J.

ou itKviKii

ON THK 1VSTA1XMKXT

:P A YOl'NC. PKM.OW AltOI Nil THK OFFICE.
HI T
"'Ml i; I'. Ill
TO HO Nfll'III.MJ
I Of )K APTKIt TIIK AIIVKItTISIXfi.
Til lit I ; IS NOTHING
I
III: IKKS r.KTTKK THAN TO HAVK SOMK ONK COME
IN AMI SAY: "HI'.ltK I WANT TO SPKNH .VMt
lAl'UY MONTH IX AllVKUTISING. I WISH YOU WOIT.H
TAKE THK WHOLE TIIIXO OFF MY HAN IIS. AMI HCN IT AS
Vol' THINK UI'.ST. I HAVK OTI1 VI! MVITKItS TO
MM: FOIt. AMI YOV PHOHAHLY KNOW MOKE AltOLT

Ariz..

To-pe-

Oil

som

TIIKY KI

I

IT PAYS
TO 1UY TICKl-TTUfa always best t buy a ticket if
you are going to travel on the Atchison, Topeku & Santa Fe railroad.
If you don't the conductors will
'charge you from ten to fifty cents excess and there will be no refund.
Perhaps, too, you will have trouble because you and the conductor
mill Interpret the rules differently.
A recent order to Atchison,
conductors con& .Santa Fe
extains instructions regarding the they
cess fares to be collected, but
difsu-complicated and conductors
fer in Interpreting them. For instance, the ticket fare to Turner,
Kas,. is fifteen cents, while one
cents,
conductor charges twenty-on- e
charges
cash fare, and another
twenty-fiv- e
cents. The ticket fare o
Argentine, Kas., Is ten cents, while
the cash fare charged by oneby conanductor Is fifteen cents, and
other twenty cents. The difference
is due to a section of the recent order which says that: "For a disen miles fares
tance of less than
should be collected at a rate of three
cents per mile," while a subsequent
"When the fare on
nection reads:
bortts is fifty cents or
the two-ce-ten-ceexcess fare should be
less a
collected."
Other sections of the order provide that: When the Tare is more
less than II. GO
than fifty cents andtwenty-five
cents
an, excess fare of
When the fare
collected.
be
should
is SI. 50 or more, fifty cents is collected. Under this provision while
is
the ticket fare to Cilaihe, Kas.,
forty-fiv- e
cent, a cash fare of eighty cents is collected. The ticket fare
to Lawrence Is eighty cents, but the
cash fare Is tl.10.
from these
The only variation
rules is provided in that section
which says that "From points where
there is no agent or at which the
ticket office Is not open, ticket fares
should be collected."

i:vkh happens

A

A
an early hour Friday morning
at l'cach Springs. Ariz., while Fireman 1'. F. Zimmerman was leaning
toout of the cab window, looking sigwards the rear of the train for
crane
a
by
water
was
struck
nals, he
sustaining a bail gush in the back of
the head. The wound was dressed
by lr. Ely of Kingman and ho was
biter taken to the hospital at 1X5
Argeles by lr. W. F. Freeman. The
surgeons pronounced no fracture of
was
thf skull, although the ganh
large.

t'll

ll(i
somi. n:sri

CASH

497. 19X.

Khorfly after 6 o'clock Wednesday
veiling a westbound freight train,
following No.
Into Tucson, broke in
two on a heavy (Trade near Ksmonde,
fifteen miles ea.st of the latter eity.
ehot back
the rear end of the train speed
of a
down the Tiill with the
at a
track
Jumping
the
bullet and.
up in the
sharp curve, piled itself
and
djteh In a heap of fragments
kindling wood, says the Phoenix Gazette.
Brukeman Jlower was caught In
he wreckage and Instantly killed,
his bodv being terribly mangled.
Immediately after No. 9 arrived in
Tucson the wrecker, aecompanled by
physician, started for the scene of
the accident.
No information could be obtained
Ither at the suDerlntendent's or the
train dispatcher's ofllce, both otllclals
anv Information of
lMllnlnir to
IhA disaster.
however,
that Brake
Is
known,
It
man Mower's was the only life lost.
stock Is understood to
The rolling
to a
Imn hppn reduced practically
tangled
iron and scraps of
of
mam
lumber.
The death of Brakeman Mower
will be heard with genuine regret by
practically all the men in the operating service, as he was well liked by
and regarded as
all who knew him
one of the best operators on the di
vision.
I

rr?

fi

lnrome.
ri nse, 11. 1X4. .21. 1
7 42. 39H;
1.Z22.943. From
ilecreaxe.
July 1 to November 3(1 dross $4.- Net.
J2.S03.33H.
r.s:M 16: Inereaxe.
1 1.- -' !r. 977:
decrease, t3.26D.4x9. Net10,;23.46U;
decrease 13,Income.

One
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snows i,.n;i:

Inn--

ruse

t-

that
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Away.
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have been the

I'lN AX'IAL HSS
New York. Jnn. fi. The following
earnings were reported u- rnl'iniMil
l.iv
SinU Ke, for
.Xtchiwon. Tipek.l
.N'cmmlicr
Urncs $s.njl,l:.:
-

End of Which Ran

HOW

n:

1908.

TIIIH OI.lt WOltl.U OF (IlltS, is thi: hiictii of a
AM Tlltt ioimt nati-- : POHSKSKOU O!' a I'INR
NI.W
IS WOKTII MOIli; Tf IIIXM I F AM) MOIti; TO TIC3
I.AKliK
M)KI.I THAN THK SANTA fr'K HAII.KOAO.
PSYCHOI.OtasTS, WHO MARK A Hl'SINIXS OF SOHTIM1
Ol T 1UKAH AMI SPYINO INTO Till) WAYS THKY AltK
I.OltN. SAY Til AT AITFIt YOU P ASH Till: AiH OF
V()l It 1 1)1 : AH I : KI ; DAYS AUK rrTEIlXAI-LAIMH'T TWKNTY.
OVI I!. IF VOl' AltK STIU, OX THK TKNHKIl SIDK OF
lllls AliF AMI AltK WISH YOU MAY WISH TO
ItKAl) THIS STATKMKXT AGAIN.
NOW TIIK AMU Qn.I!OrK CITIZKN 4'AltltlKS IIKS IX
:
STOCK.
TIIKY CAMK FIIOM AMI WIMI TIM lit
pai:i;ms Willi
is
auk.
nkitiikk iikiik nik tiikhk.
H
AI.ONtl TIIF LINKS OF IH'SINKSS
IIU:M HI
IH II
AMI Tit M)K (iim iNO. tiu;sk idkas wirx

lll..

ami biRSiiKP
tin? iiiwMj(tcr
to tills illy m a late hiiur. A wreek- r from uicnmomi is rieaniiK
inr
tiark. which will be open Afor busibroken
ness tmnori ov mornltiK.
said l
ciiLfe of the wreck.
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lar revival of "Antony and Cleapat- ra " which will be displayed on Tues-- i
day, Jan. 7, at the Klks' opera house.
No play In all the classic
affords
greater opportunity for luxurious em-- !
Iielllshmont. One incident aione of
Cleopatra's career, her appearance on
the river Nile in a Jeweled, silken-- !
sailed barge, has afforded one of the
most tempting
themes known to
painter or poet. The Hanford production introduces the barge scene
with both pictorial and dramatical
effect.
The exhibitions of authentic
representation of Home of the most
celebrated and resplendent architecture of ancient Egypt are made re- " 'V ' 1 "'
.
"7f
.
n nil
Mi ne L'uiiiiii aim rm mi
t
A series of
in can command.
rt
moving and s ill pictures Is employed
during the opening overture in order
to give atmosphere to the first scene.
The.se pictures are so arranged that
the spectator seems to be making the
Journey along the Nile to the place
where the action or t.he play begins
It Is a remarkable
device and one
never before employed with such
legitimate
forceful
dramatic
and
"
'1 ne scenery for this production was
painted by M. Armbruster, the cele
i lerinan - American
brated
nrJtt
whose studies of Shakespearean .subjects have made him world-famoThe dances were arranged by M. F
Trustier, of Cleveland, Ohio, whose
record for presenting great and in
tricate ensemble effects is unsurpased.
A corp de ballet led by a premiere
or conceded eminence in her art appears in the scenes representing the
lavish entertainment with which
Cleopatra was wont to beguile the
scenes of her Human lover. The
lighting effects will be under the direction of the company's own electrician, ami a leader traveling with
the organization will be in charge ol
'.he orchestra and chorus.
F. Law
rence Walker, manager of the Hanford company, arrive! in the city
some days ago to look after the pre
llmlnary arrangements for this pro
duction.
The role of Marc Antony is of
by Charles U. Han
course
Mis success In it this season
rnd.
Is, In a
a continuation of his
.liumph In Mirtraying the name his
toric personage ill Julius Caesar the
year previous. Miss Alice Wilson has
a part befitting her distinguished tal
ents fn Cleopatra. The company in
eludes niiKsi of the favorites who
have been appearing In Mr. Hanford's
support from reason to season and
In addklon there are new members
won
ho have speedily
places for
themselves in popular confidence.

DAILY

GIVE US A CHANCE

SHORT STORIES

figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock
of
dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.
To

IGNIS FAIL US.

Itacson.)
(By
tin the slippery, muddy lloor of
the derrick stood Big Jim Wilson.
His features told a whole history of
disappointment and regret. His black
Stetson shaded eyes swollen andbloodshot, wiihal scornful and ueRIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
llant. About him, mutely were group ed the men with whom he had wotkPhone 8. Cor. 3rd and Marquette
Jim walked up to the opening in
the earth and marked a duster an
oillness oil well und epat down into
It.
"I drilled ye, da mm ye. I put my
i
money into ye. I've worked at ye
all day, and laid down and slep beside ye. An' this Is what you've
done for me. Here's the rest!"
With profane mutterings Big Jim
H
drew from his capacious pockets a
M
handful of money and cast It viciNew Furniture, Matresses and Cushions Made to MM
ously at the hole. Some few coins
H
missed the opening and rolled unOrder. All kinds of Repairing Neatly Done.
heeded over the derrick floor. liig
H
size
diamond,
the
a
Jim wrenched
M
of a hazelnut, out of his necktie and
M
threw it down the hole after the
M
First Class Work Guaranteed
M
money; he drew his watch from his
pocket, and tearing the chain from
S
his vest, whirled the timepiece about
his head.
Telephone 307 E
524 West Central
"Won't do it, Jim." pleaded one of
the bystanders. The watch flew up
nnd Estnxxxxxxrxxxrxxxzzxxizxxxninixxxxxxxxiixxxxxiii
ricochetted
Into the derrick,
dropped Into the mouth of the well.
early
Big Jim Wilson since hla
youth had drilled oil wells. Lately
he had taken his life's accumulation
and bought a lease of his own. The
wells proved to be water wells, and
Mr. Wilson knew (hat his money
had been spent vainly. He was not
an oil producer; he was doomed to
A checking account will not only help you to spend
remain only a driller. A sickening
realization of the fact caused him to
your
money economically, but it will also aid you
stagger as he left the well.
to save money systematically.
"Jim's takin" It hard," 'said the
toolle.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
Big Jim Wilson and his wife were
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
talking It over In the evenings.
"Yes," answered Jim, "maybe we
will be more careful of your expenditures.
can. It'll be hard, though."
A checking account gives you a complete record of
One day old Sam Shroyer. one of
his rousiabouts, came to him and
every
cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
'11
In thet
said "There's a showln' of
bill
paid.
You have safety for your funds and
litpump
a
'er
there hole. Better
tle."
convenience for your business transactions.
"Hell," said Jim. "that showln' is
PAY BY CHECK.
Just a ingnus fat' us. 1 want to give
it to somebody."
"A ignus fat' us," said Sam, slowly.
"Xanw what hi thunder Is a
ignus fat' us?"
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
In the course of time one Adolph,
a tenderfoot, the lazy son of an eastCAPIAL
AND SURPLUS $200,000
ern broker, became possessed of a
lease and all the appurtenances pertaining to n series of defunct oil
Hlg Jim's conscience occawells.
nudged him, but he regardHOPEFUL FOR FUTURE sionally
ed Ad ilph as the legitimate prey of
see him; and then.
the tirst man-tr--ci
Li-vexall Is fair In the oil business. Sam
fcstes
I3
Says Ti-i- Is of I "lust Will Result In Shroyer sought Adolph early after Sll-Sl- S
BUver
Avenue.
Wen
Telephone it.
the transfer of the lease.
.More rlfMiiigs As Has Aluajs
ALBUQUEItQCE. NEW MKXICO.
he
There's 'il In that there hole
I teen tin- - Cum'
said. "Put 'er to pumpin', b'y."
Thereupon Adolph engaged Sam,
Baltimore, Jan. 6. Cardinal
whose knowledge of the craft was
(xprcs.sed
his opinion of
the not rated very high through the
field; whereat Hlg Jim and his oil
outlook for next year In the followlaughed Immoderate- acquaintances
ing words:
yappeal-verprospects
for
"The
One evening Jim said to n's wue,
fair. The most reasonable way
to Judge (if (he future Is by the light
We'll hitch up the pony and go
down to take a last look a'. the
of the past and we find that if Alpreserves
The telephone makes th
telephone
The
mighty l"d has Indicted upon us lease. I want to see the Old patch
He
has at?aln before I go bach to work.
somi- - (rials, the blessings
your
cares
lighter,
your 11 f
th
lass
health,
prolongs
duties
yeneu
Uood Ird, what's mat.'vouchsafed have always exceeded
Jim, as he looked Intently at a crowd
hem.
protects
your home.
and the worries fewer.
and
"This has been ,the vxpertence in of men gathered around the place
the years gone by and I think we where lant he had drilled, lie nearu
ne
may rely upon the same goodness a crv, ".sue nownr agin.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE IS TOUR HOME.
and protection in the one upon ihu , iou,l Kiuire back while two o.t- ut me
struggled
may
nnd
l.lui.u.
be
now.
tiirures
we
There
enter
which
some things lhat will probably ap casing head.
pear to certain minds discouraging,
Jim knew what had happened. The
but under the will of Divine I'rovi well had flowed In some unexplam-abl- e (KMOK?0K00K)fK3
manner. The well was a
am sure we may hope for
dence.
No man knew Its vaiue. This
the best."
was (he "Iguus fat'us.
Tlie lrlt of IVac-e- .
Piles CuihhI In I lo H Pays. to
smarting
Itching
and
The terrible
PAZO OINTMENT Is guarantee
Incident to certain akin diseases.
any case of Itching, blind,
almoit instantly allayed by applying cure
In 6 to
25 bleeding or protruding plies
Price,
Salve.
Chamberlains
14 days or money refunded. 60 cents.
cenu. For sale by All Druggists.
,
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CABINET MAKING

UPHOLSTERING

Furniture Packing

ANDERSON & SCHICK

3

YOU CAN SAVE

i

THE BANK OF COMMERE

w. u. PATTERSON

y

I

and

jti

iny

bleM

C.ib-bo-

: Convenience - Comfort - Security

1S

-

i

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

1

1

In hi BuHtoii tMtii ScuTvtary Taft made luli his kIuimI willi tlx lulinlnlMralloii upon Hm prM'-utiupon trusts. New
Ihu Idcnuf) uilt liiniatlf us UMiuiillUil to (lie lloosfvelt ile
unrighteous wrjiorulloii
u

erf
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

MOVDAY,

JVXrATlY

10.
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Judge Parker Appoints J. W,
Thompson to Take Charge
of Affairs.

Goldfleld
English Capitalists After

Copper Property.
'Montezuma, Col., J, in. 6. The latest development here show th'at
very mining man is active, nnd It
In Fahl that on the Clancy property
gold has recently been struck thaa
runs well In values. The Sarsfleld
silver mine, one of the highest
jnlne.o In the world. Is packing away
ore. which will subsequently be let
Collier mountain on a big
down
aerial tramway. Kxtensive plans for
n deep tunnel are also being made.
The Chautauqua mine. In the same
neighborhood, is pushing work, as
the
also the Silver Princess and
.silver Wave, all of which will use
the big tram system for ore carrying purposes.
fJheridan, Wyo. The placers of
Wyoming, which have been over-ru- n
from time to time by prospectors
and almndoned becau.w of their Inability to separate the black sand
which forms a considerable portion
of the area when free gold is found,
nre now to be the neene of extensive
operations.
dredging
The Hold
Standard company have a couple .
magnetic separator on ithelr property along the Little I!ig Horn,
of the
which solves the problem
Iron sand. Dredging or hydraulic
mining, or both, will be employed.
Ooldfield, Nev. Uenewpd activity
in all the mines has not been without reward, several big strikes having been reported on Christmas day.
strike on
The Kansas
tthe Velvet, at a depth of 500 feet. Is
well authenticated.
It is said that
twelve feet of the ore has been run
through that assays all the way from
$7 to us high as 1170 a ton.
The
Velvet is located east of the Jumbo
ld

Kxtension ground and a short distance from the Atlanta group. In
the Iiamondfield section of the
camp a body of ore was entered that
looks as if it were a wide one.

Alamogordo, N. M.. Jan. 6. J. W.
Thompson, an attorney, of Alamogordo, has been appointed
by Judge
Mann as receiver for the Sacramento Valley Irrigation company, which
concern has been for some time carrying on preliminary work on an
project thirty miles south of
Alamogordo,
which at
different
o
was
times
stated would irrigate
10 100. (Mil)
acres of land, and
which also included the building of
a town which had been laid out and
which was to have been called Sacramento City.
For several months this Irrigation
company has rocked between a re- celvership and success, part of the
officers and directors pulling one
way, while the
pulled
remainder
the other.
A short
tinre ago" a directors
meetln was held In Alamogordo. at
which time some ugly stories of mismanagement and extravagance were
circulated, and as a result work on
C'e project was suspended and the
company reorganized.
Later. Dr.
Bullis, of Topeka, Kas., who was
president, tendereil his resignation,
and K. O. Mullen, who Is a well
Orogrande
known
promoter.
was
elected president.
The greatest amount
of secrecy
has surrounded the affairs of this
company for nim( time, it being impossible to ascertain the amount of
on the project and
work complete
at no time have those locally connected with the project been willing
to discuss the proceedings of the recent stormy meeting.
The news that the concern had
been placed in the hands of a receiver did not come as a surprise, for
this action was threatened
several
months ago.
The company was capitalized at
$1,000,000 ami over $200,000 has already been sunk in the prjoect. The
stockholders are composed oi Investors from Missouri, Iowa, Kansas.
Nebraska.
Texas and a few from
New Mexico.
The present officers of the company are R. G. Mullen, president; R.
H. Wade,
of Orogrande, secretary
and
treasurer.
and Oliver Lee.
Charles Mitchell and W. K. Caru, directors, the latter acting as general
manager and constructing engineer.

On many a cold winter morning you
will wake lo find the fires "oul" What
are you going to do about it shiver ?
Prepare now lor the emergency with a

1

Jerome. Ariz. 'English capitalists
lire making sirenuous efforts to secure good copper properties in this
section, hoping to secure at low cost
some of the valuable copper properties being developed. Among the
unusually active mines in this district Is the Verde Grande, which is
linking a shaft to secure a contact
at depth with the rich sulphides
r.s
which underlie the formation.
this property adjoins the famous WILL SELL THE
a
is hnrdly
United Verde, there
valdoubt but what extraordinary
ues will be run through.
FAMOUS ANIMAS RANCH
'Hermostllo, Safnora. Mex. Mining
operations In tills section have not
Nelson of Silver City tlie
felt any stringency of money, nnd Shcrirf
l
JJuyor
ItK'liulcs
Horses
development is going forward as usmid Cuttle.
Is
ual. The Liluvia da Oobre mine
busy installing its new machinery,
While here last Saturday
Mr.
and with this in place will likely Charles
sheriff of Grant
proceed at once to erect a smelter of county, Nelson,
one
of
closed
most
the
the Medbury type, which Is now in portant stock and ranch deals imthat
.Several rich strikes
contemplation.
of black copper are reported within has been consummated in this portime,
county
tion
some
of
the
for
n short distance of the Lluvia de
wherein he purchased all the ranch
Cobre.
es, horses and cattle of the O 2 outowned by W. H. Bucher and Col.
Mansfield, Ariz. The
Mansfield fit
W. S. Hopewell; also Mr. Hopewell's
mine shipped a car of ore to the Animas
and everything thereEl Paso smeller the past week. Gen- on, says ranch
the Sierra County Advocate.
eral Manager Richmond states that Mir. Nelson
Saturday for Silver
the Mansfield property never looked City to 'put left
business affairs In
better to him than ut the present, shape that hehismay
return to Sierra
in spite of the fact that he is work- county about the
Mr. Neltenth.
ing the smallest force In the history son, who will devote
his entire atof the company.
tention to his new stock and ranch
interests, is one of Grant county's
Hollo-walioise, Idaho. Contractor
most
citizens nnd the
who is running
the MV'Kinley people substantial
.Sierra county extend to
(tunnel.
penetrated
Jupiter him a of
has
hearty
welcome.
After closmountain 594 feet, encountering at ing his ranch deal and turning
the
mark a change of for- property over to Mr. Nelson. Col.
the 4S0-fomation.
This consisted of rhyollte, Hopewell
left for
Albuquerque.
diorlie and porphyry. The fissures
here the colonel boosted stateare filled with quartz, and generous While
congress
irrigation
hood
and
the
sarr.ples have been brought to Mr. urged the citizens of Sierra countyand
Stephenson of Lhls city for assay. get busy and arrange for good ex-to
Results have not been determined, hibits at the irrigation congress.
but it Is believed that the tunnel has
entered a rich zone of metal.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
t'ripple Creek. Colo. Work on Shoop,
Racine, Wis. These tests are
the Delmonlco gold mine is being
proving to the people without a
rapidly pushed to strike the 1000-folevel, when the great ore bod- penny's cost the great value of this
ies found in adjoining mines are ex- scientific prescription known to drugpected to be run through. The gists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's CaFlndley and Shurtloff mines, adja- tarrh Remedy. Sold by All Dealers.
cent to the Delmonlco. were worked
in a desultory way until this level was
reached, and are now paying hand- BOSTON MEN GET
some dividends. The Delmonico is
vein,
also on the great Vindicator
which is well known as a heavy proLAR6E JUDGMENT
ducer. By going down another 150
feet. 1: is expected that the
will run into the high grade
formation In which the Vindicator is Arizona Mining Company Is Made a
liow drifting.
Hie Kxtent of
lolitr to$272,229.
DeWltfs Utile Early Risers are
the best pills known. Sold by J. II.
Tucson, Ariz., Jan. 6. A Judgment
ORielly Co.
for $272.22l has been made the Copper Belle Mining company, which
owns large properties at Gleason and
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
the plaintiffs in the action nre: Will-laA. Paine.
Herbert D. Foster,
Thomas frj. Dee and Ieonard D. Drap- who constitute Paine, Webber &
OFFICIAL MATTERS ler,
Co., a corporation which
has its
headquarters in Boston.
The corporation
brought
suit
Notaries Public AppolndNl mil Arti- against the mining company to coin-Ppayment
the
a
of
note
it
which
of
cle
Filed
Notaries Public .pxinuil.
held against it. The note was one
Governor Curry Friday appointed which had been given to a New York
P.. U. Willison, of Knf'ino, as a nofinancial house as security for the
money advanced the mining comtary p'lMic of Torrance county.
pany.
Articles of Inoorporalloii.
The following articles of IncorporHefore Judgment was rendered by
In
been
filed
Campbell,
the office of Judge,
ation have
Attorney
John
Territorial Secretary Xathan Jaffa: Wright, representing some of the miItltch Caul.! company. Principal nority stockholders
of the copper
place of business at the Aguu Seen l;H!i- company atltnptcd to in
ranch, near Tularosa. (item county.
in his oehalf, but his motion
Territorial agent. Watson I Hitch, was not allowed by Judge Campbell.
Capita! stock, $ 140,001),
Of Tularos.i.
Stay of execution on the Judgment
divided Into four hundred shares of was granted for thirty days and it
the par value of $lni) iin'ti. Object, is altogether probable that minority
live htock raising and farming. Pestockholders will file a motion in
riod "f existence, fifty years. Incor- court to have the big Judgment set
porators.
Watson I.. Hitch. I.cssie aside.
Morris Hitch, both of Tularosa, OlThe Copper Belle Mining company
ive Joy l.aderer, J. F. l.aderrr, both has had a strenuous career anil has
(if Mcpherson,
Kas..
and Nellie been involved in a number of lawRilcli Scu.lder, of Huntintoii, New suits. The mines of tho company at
York.
Oleason have yielded big returns
from the ore taken out In the past.
1" Is very Important
and !n fact
t
necessary
health
it Is absolutely
A Higher llcahli
that we give 'relief to the stomach
"I have reached
higher health
promptly at the jlrst signs of trouble. level since I began ausing Dr. King's
Tale something once In a while, es- New I.if Pills." writes Jacob Springpecially after inea,.i, something like er, of West Franklin, .Maine.
"They
KODoL for Dyspepsia and Indiges- keep my stomach liver and bowels
tion. It will enable your stomach to working Just right."
these pills
do Its work properly. Hold by J. H. disappoint you on trial,If money
will
O'Rielly Co.
be refunded at All Dealer. 25c.
lfc-n-

y,
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ot

(Incorporated)
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Wholesale

PERFECTION

Grocers

Heater

Oil

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

20,-nn-

wherever you
and you'll have genial, glowing heat instantly
wunoui smoke or smeu smokeless device prevents turn the wirk as high or as low as
you Lkfe. Easily carried about. Brass (ont holds
4 quarts of oil burns 9 hours. Handsomely finished in japan and nickel. Every heater warranted.

want h

II

The

uui x uue auu 1 cii

r

Dealers

maVta cheery the lonf
evening brilliant, fteadv

Made el brasi, nickel plated and equipped with the Lteat
improved central ink hunter. Every lamp warranted.
U
four dealer doeia'l carry the Perleche! Oil Healer and Ray
Lamp, write eur nearest agency lor deacriptivt circular.

In).

L

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

OIL. CO.
CONTINENTAL
( Incorporated)

.

OPPOSTON
SEC. TAFT IN
MICHIGAN
Beet Sugar Industry Would
Down Him- - Machine
Aleeting Adverses.
--

Detroit. Mich., Jan. 6. Disruption
tho republican party in
'Michigan because of the efforts of
the two United States senators, William Aldcn tSmith, of Grand Rapids,
and Julius Cuesur Burrows, of Kalamazoo, and the federal ottlce holders
headed by Truman S. Newberry, assistant secretary of the navy, to control the delegation to the national
convention In Chicago.
As a result the Taft movement ha&
been seriously threatened and sentiment is rapidly
Increasing for
Hughes. The beet sugar Interests of
the state have organized an active
opposition to Tuft, but aside from
this business men of the stato resent
the political wire pulling that is going on. Taft's personal popularity
cannot be minimized, but there Is a
disiinct aversion of having the state
represented Birr ply as a political machine.
It hits remained for .Senator Will-laAlden Smith to attempt to dodge
d
precedent by announcing his candidacy us a delegate-at-largand also by inducing his colleague, Senator Hurrows, not to take
a stand agaumt his ambition.
Hecently he had himself Interviewed to the extent of saying what
a line man Taft is, but tldetepplng
any positive declaration.
With Smith trying to upset the
western side of the state, Truman
H. Newberry, assistant secretary of
the navy, has been crowding himself
Into the limelight In Detroit, trying
to capture the place of delegate-at-lwrgIt Is no secret that Newberry
wants a cabinet position. He has
tied his ambitions to the Taft banner. Hy virtue of his official relations the federal machine seems to
havts been placed In operation In his
behalf, and he has a long purse. He
figures that if Taft wins he would
get a cabinet place, while Senator
smith s dope Is that if he could
swing the Michigan delegation for
the winner, whoever he may be. It
would give him standing at the White
House.
The opposition has taken tangible
shape, and two prominent business

men have been Induced to stand as
a
candidate
representatives of the
party ut large. They are K. D. JStalr,
of Uctioii, anil John Blodgett. of
tlrand Rapids, who Is now a member of the national committee.
Mr. Stair is a type of business man
that represents American push and
energy. He is a Michigan product
and began life as a mule driver on
railroad grading work. After a time
he came to own a country weekly.
Coming to Detroit he entered the
theatrical business, and today his Interests nre as extensive as the length
and breadth of the country. He Is
also part owner of two Detroit dailies
and interested in numerous manufac
turing and mercantile enterprises.
Mr. IUodgett is a lumberman and
has large Interests In different parts
oi the country.
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There's Class
to

BLATZ

Whether from Keg or Bottle
the "Geam of Quality" is a
Blatz promise.
Just ask for
"Blatz" and see that you get it,
Kclilos
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Cut l'umlly.

With her tender heart torn by
thoughts that a poor 'tabby cat and
four little kittens were being Blowly
starved to deatn beneath the floor of
the Harvey house at Seligman. by
the "heartless wretch who manages
the pluce, as she termed Uteward
Hoffmeyer, who has charge of the
Seligman railroad rating house, Miss
Mary Brophy arrived in this city Kri
or a warrant for .ne
day in
arrest of Hoffmeyer, says the Pres
cott Journal Miner.
Miss Hrophy Is a waitress.
She
used to be a waitress at .the Sellicman
Harvey house. Monday the. steward.
Mr. Hoffmeyer, lulled a cat. She rewith him, and asserts
monstrated
that he, not taking kindly to 1.10
"calling down," grasped her by tne
arm, and applying to her th eu
phonious title of "Htittle Axe," eject
eu ner rrom tne place.
I hat s one
of her grievances.
As cats someiimes do. old tab
by that had, been making her home
beneath the floor of the Harvey
nnuse at eiigman, became the prou- mother of four little kittens.
Miss
Hrophy used to feed the old cat. and
It would crawl out dlly through
a
hole in the wall, to eut from her
hand. Angered because of her ten- -'
she says, Steward
Hoffmeyer bourded up the hole used
by the mother cat, and as a result.
the latter and her four little kittens
tire now slowly starving to death
being unable to gei out from under
the floor of the building. That's Miss
Hrophy a second grievance.
iMiss Hrophy. firm in
the belief
that there was a law under which
the
aforesaid "heartless
wretch"
could be punished, came here to Interview a justice of the peace. She
wants Steward Hoffmeyer punished
for applying "vile epithets" to her,
for ejecting her forcibly from the
Harvey house, for killing a cat and
for starving a cat and four kittens to
death.
When she learned that. despite
Oils terrible arraignment, there wat
no relief by law for her, she having
failtxl to convince the Justice of the
peace that ".'hitile Axe" was a "vile
epithet." or that she had been Injured by being ejected from the Harvey hou';, and was Informed that,
in spite of the helnousness of the offense, people couldn't be hanged for
killing a cat, she repaired, with a
heart, to her apartments at
the lirinkmeyer hotel, to think the
matter over, nnd ltiy plans for siv-ln- g
the life of the poor old mother
cat and her four kltt-ns- .
Shu is thinking of applying for nn
Injunction to prevent Steward Hoffmeyer from keeping that hole boarded up. so that tubby and her family
can again have a means of going
back and f irth between their home
and tlie outside world.

FARMERS

OUR

AD VER TISEBfiENTS

loaves are as near
perfection as It is possible for bread
to be. It's our object to make bread
that will not only please tho eye and
the palate, but bread that Is wholesome "the staff of life" for children,
mlddlcaged and old folk. How well
we succeed Is proven by the long life
Buy our
of our constant patrons.
home-mad- e
bread.
Ouc

homo-mad-

e

Y(UJ
ARB. READING

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.
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GAS

JET

Asphyx

Sheriff Jack White, who is In the
city from his headquarters at Tomb- fione, tells or an occurrence at the
county Jail a few days ago. which no
doubt would have resulted in the
death of one of the prisoners had it
not been for the Interference of the
other prisoners and the timely arrival of one of the officers, says the
Itisliee Miner.
Having been convicted of vagran
cy, a man by the name of Olmsted,
who was sentenced from Douglas, Is
serving ninety days in the county
Jail. Olmsted is said to be an opium
rieint or the most pronounced type.
When placed in the Jail, he was e- piiwd of the drug he craved and
after having been committed several
days, he attempted to relieve his suffering by sucking gas from one of
tlie jets in 1 he jail. Ho was driven
ay from the gas Jet by the other
prisoners, but Insisted in Inhaling
the poison. The act was repeated
several times and it was necessary
for the officers to lock hlin in a cell.
There I no doubt that he would
have been asphyklated had he been
left alone.
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Uxcluslve Stock of Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
It AILROAD AVENUE.

Kennedy's
Laxative oaoocottooora
Albuquerque Foundry
f.
Cough Syrup

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Ja?

Every bottle bearing
the familiar triangular
label and every class
that's drawn from a Blatz
keg is full of character.
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When the
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142 RABBITS

of Thirl

May's shoot.

Men

In

There was another rabbit hunt in
the vicinity of Mclritrsh one day this
week.
The farmers divided into two
crowds, the party killing thu smallest number of rabbits were to entertain the other crowd with an oyster Rupper, says the Morlatty Messenger. Postmaster Sopor of Mcintosh, captained one set of shooters,
and Mr. Hull took churge of the
Mr. Soper had, lifteen
other side.
men and they killed 300
rabbits.
Mr. Hull had seventeen men In his
party and they klllttJ, 412 rabbits.
The Hull crowd was declared ths
winner. A total of 742 rabbit were
killed during the day.

Children Like It

Machine

Works J

.
MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Ooal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, I'ulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column
and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
on
mining mnd mill machinery m poolmlty
Koomlru
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Relieves Colds by working them out
through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
I lad
Stoiimcli Trouble Cured.
and bronchial tubes.
Having been lck for the past two
years with a bad stomach trouble,
"Aj pleasant to the Uste
a friend gave me a dons of Chamat Maple Sugar"
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They did me so much good
that I bought a bottle of them and
have used twelve bottles In all. TofV BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Trj
day I am well of a bad stomach
!
trouble. Mrs. John Lowe,
Cooper,
BtWltt'i KMmj in4 Bliddsr Pills -- Sun ui
Maine. Thejte tub lets are for sale by
'
EL
&
Druggists.
All
CO.
J.
O'lUELLT

of the system

J

and

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
act4 upon the bowels and thereby
drives the cold out of the system.
It contains no opiates It is pleasant
to tak and U highly recommended
for children. Bold by J. II. O'Klally
CO.

The reason we do so much ItOVGH
Is because wa do It right
and at ths price you cannot afford to
have It done at home.

IItY work

ALBUQUERQUE

ni tv

PA GIB

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUISLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT
SUBSCRIPTION HATES

$5.00

One year by niall tn advance
One month by mail
pilv limit.
fk mnnih ti nnrvlov

CITIZEH.

There art about as many conception as to what constitutes a "good
there, nre Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, noi
time"
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Itancn. at eeos, iew Mexico.
Fresh country produce in abundance, norses 10 ride or arive, nun,
ine nnesi nunung una uamns
(runs, traps, tackle, all at your disposal,
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come ana
the territory.

FURNITURE

"i!1.

S'nf.i.ntv nf cnmnnnv there, agreeable and refined. If you are
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladies.
Conditions Ideal lor re
cuperating, reading:, hunting: or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DULLAUS A HKIill AMI
WAY YOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address me
Valley Kanch.

STRONG BLOCK

60
N. M.,

Tim only Illustrated dally newspaper In Now Mexico and llio lies
vertising medium of the Southwest.

ad-

CITIZEN IS:
Tlie loading Republican dully and weekly ncvsai)cr of the Southwest.
principles and the "Square Meal."
The advotnte of

food
deteriorates so
No other
rapidly as the Oyster. Its lialiltnt Is
coolness and
the ocean. It requii-eabsolute, freedom from exposure to
the nlr In order to retain IM delicate
flavor and IM w holesomeness. SEAL-SHU- T
OYSTEHS are brought direct to lis from the choicest beds of
America. Tliey are shucked iJito
porcelain eases, scaled nnd packed In
Ice, which never comes In contact
with Uie oysters. Tlie irse of tlie
Scalshipt carrier Is the secret of

News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

grippe tffiat 16rips

Ux-l-

r

25 Discount

Stove Pipe, 9c Joint
Stove Pipe Elbows, 8c Joint
SEE OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
6-in-

suiM'Horlty.

6-in-

York and Pittsburg and Chicago and St. Louis and a few other
renters of sorts I life, cprm lift? ami other kinds of life too numerous to
mention, even if one were Inclined to be so impolite, are suffering from the

OTippe.

In fact, it Is all the go much more fashionable Just now than appendicitis, and not half so dangerous.
. At the same time it must be said In
all justice to grippe that it Is bad
nnliirh
lit makes its victims feel like thirty cents in the lingo of the day, nnd
In the words of the good old, Southerner in speaking of chills and ague,
it fslrlv l:kri ih. tucker out of one."
Hack In
Cirinne. however, is not a new disease as most people believe.
them good old. days" they, called It influenza and drank hot sassafras tea
and hugged the fire.
thut (Vioro Viuvo hppn manv crlnne epidemics one
Mi
Kia..iot
fooing recorded as far back as 1173, better known as the era. of knee trousers nowdered wles. old ale and trouble.
The biggest grippe epidemic occurred In 1889, when almost the entire
ciTlllied world and New York City, had grippe and tlie death rate we.u up
ttv lumns and bounds.
Thpr are a. few cases in Albuouernue but not many In proportion to
Thopi i inn miirh frpsh ir. sun II if lit and pure oione of
km nnnniiiim
all degrees here to make grinne a success.
.At th
am time th scientific editor and the society editor of The
Cltlsen. both of whom have had the grippe, went out on an investigation
tour and from various medical authorities they secured what looks like an
Accurate statement of what grippe Is.
ihnv crnlaln that feellnar known to most people as an
rrhi. i. th.
ache in the bones." lit will no doubt appeal to those sclentlficlally or
inclined:
, "Grippe
is caused by an aerobe, which Is a bacterium which lives In
m la roii
...iiv, tv, Dip
It Is shaped like a
the TfplfTpr bacillus.
UMio rod with rounded ends.
It occurs singly, or In pairs, or even In
rrailn. nr clusters.
It
"These little bacteria get into your system In many different way.
la eald that thev have been transmitted by the breath of an Infected person.
"When thev do lodee In vour throat or your lungt or your stomach.
set un chills and fever and pain and coughing and discharges and
rtomnma nni Inflammation ami weakness, and sometimes even vertigo and
unconsciousness.
" i
Is' all the work of these little bacilli, and we call It all grippe:
get rid of these
' '' "ft
"There's Just one way to cure grippe, and that Is to
bacilli.
And there's just one way to keep from taking grippe, and that is,
are, to
either to keep away from them, or, since we don't know where they
o everything that will discourage their pernicious and dangerous activity.
"As far as we recollect, there Isn't a single germ known to pathology
hasn't some specific antidote.
that
' "Th
finest antidote for the grippe bacillus Is fresh air and sunlight.
v' "QriDDe bacilli exposed to fresh air and bright, sunlight have been
And a dead! bacillus will never give you the
found dead In two hours.
I "TWal
rfrlDoe"
1
A thoughtful Albuquerque doctor has been telling people how to prevent
Krlppe. He lays down these simple rules:
"KeeD the mouth teeth, tonsils' and nose clean.
:
That means
"Keen the vital resistance of the body up to the standard."
nlentv of sleen. simple food and good habits.
,
"Breathe plenty of fresh air indoors and outdoors, and keep the body
protected from draughts and cold.
To these we would add one more: "breathe deep."
there are more than 20,000 cases of grippe and poeu- It Is estimated thattoday.
munla In New York
it you'll observe these simple rules. It's more than likely that gTlppe will
pass you by. Anyway, it's worth trying in tne interests or science.
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The finest equipped job detnrtnient In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Prem and Auxiliary

JANrAKY

MOMMY.

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

WILLIAM F. BR0GANRO

W. S. STRICKLER

EVENING

CORNER
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Hardware
Mcintosh
Company
ran.

t i Flletl
i
i lectlM

tti

it

for Heeorjl.
Thomas Garcia y Candelaria
to Martilllta Hcrrera, a piece or
land easa of the Santa Fe
tracks, J200.
.Minna Waddell to H. J. Lw- ing, one half lot 2, block F, N.
T. Armljo second addition, II.

i

SEIUNG NEW MEXICO.

leiiilnr.
It Is going to be a great stunt for
us newspaper
men to take trips

pasture acreage, sandy or uooe, up
ditcn or
land or bottom, on maineasy
pay
shallow well, part' cash,
ments, cheaper
A
I made a break for the open.
He arelaree man waylaid me.
Just putting on the market two huned acres of cnoiee
l aucseu
and ran Into a man, wno imeu me
bodily and landed me in his buggy.
We run oner you special terms
he began.
The situation wtas becoming em
barrassing.
'Mister." I began weakly, "I am
only
He
a newspaper reporter."
brought his team to a standstill, and
assisted me to alight.
"That was one on us, eh?" he
as he drove
said sympathetically,

Consult

THIEVES ROB SAN
MARCIAL

Set of Teeth
POSTOFFICE Full
Gold Filling

around
and write
the territory,
.short stories booming every town we
Raised Window With Iron
come to not to mention our subAlKiut $100 In Stamps
scription lists. While the rest of the
ami Money,
bunch was over, in the Pecos val1
took a trip to Demlng.
It doesn't come any better than ley, you
San Marcial, N. M., Jan. 6.
want to go to Demlng It's
ilf
you get It at the Richelieu Grocery.
)
Burglars broke into the post- to take Irain No. nine, partly
There will be a regular review of hes'
otiice
here last night by prying a
goes,
only
It's
because
train
the
that
1.
1
O.
O.
hall
F.
Alamo Hive No.
at
window open with an Iron bar and
but also because. If you happen to
tomorrow at 2:30. Installation of
secured stamps and money said to
forget anything when you get to the
amount to $100, leaving no clue.
depot No. nine always gives you
The Bernalillo County Teachers' time
The bar used In prying the window
go
it,
even
to
back
and
after
open was found Inside the building.
association will hold its next meet repack your trunk if necessary.
In
building
ing in the Central school
The inside of the postofllce wus
.No.
lesres ''a little after midthis city on the afternoon of Jan. 25. night," nine
turned topsy turvy. The indications
but you can get In your off.I
that I had made a mis are that several persons were ImpliSome more Kream Klips. Every berth in the fDeming sleeper any take found
Demlng. cated in the Job.
The mail sack
lu coming to .boom
body likes them. Richelieu Grocery. time after ten. Just as you are belittle. I could do wouldn't be keys were taken and as a result none
has ginning to forgt 'about the two dol- What
The Bank of Commerce
arriving
this morning
tne windmuu ihiih. item- of the mail
with the Pull- aingdrop innrlore
brought suit in the Bernalillo coun- lars yju have vested
genuine,' home grown, has been distributed, and none will
has
you
bed,
man company ' for
ty district court against J. M. Archureal expert boomers right on tne be distributed until keys can be sent
hotel. Job
leta. Jr.. to collect $950 and interest wouldn't, stand for In a four bitrelaiza-tiotwenty-fou- r
hours the year from. Albuquerque.
n
you are brought back to a
on notes.
Mrs. H. H. Howard,
the postround than you know wnat to uo
cramp
your
by
In
knees
of
the
society of the a dull thud, and then you feel yourThe missionary
with especially If you're a stran- mistress, said this morning that she
0
tomor-2:8are old would be unable to tell how much
Christian church will meet
gently towed down the ger. BeforecryDemlng babies they
row afternoon at
at the home self being
are the thieves got. until after the books
to
for Castorla
toward the brewery by that enough
H.
Is the of the office are checked up by the
county
say.
J. Fonts, 326 North yards
of Mrs.
to
taught
"Luna
squa
d
"goat"
Infernal
Inspector.
postofflce
The thieves
spot of the earth." HistoriFourth streot.
swtteh engine i that Mr. Ripley has garden
ans tell us tht the real estate agent carried away all the books In sight.
Mrs. Minnis, of 220 South Edith Inflicted on Albuquerque.
of prosperity
The safe in the office was not mostreet, requests the H. M. society of
After a while It brings you back is the forerunner
it for lested.
the Highland M. E. church to meet to where you jwere before, and goes verily, riches are
No effort had been made at noon
with her Tuesday afternoon, Janu grunting off dViwn the yards, com Demlng.
After all. they must have some today to follow the thieves, who are
ary 7th.
ing back every twenty minutes or so
thing worth while to brag about. thought to be tramps, who may have
Phoenix sweet oranges for holiday to make sure your car hasn't brook- - Windmills
may thrive on the umbl- - left town early this morning on the
en loose from the El Paso sleeper.
trade at the Richelieu Grocery.
going toward El Paso or the
ent atmosphere, but towns and peo
(Miss Sellgman,
who spent the Then you go to sleep, and wake up ple don t. Here s to Demlng and train
northbound train.
shouting, "All
holidays with her parents at banta hearing a conductor you
lingo
May
never
their
are mov her boosters.
aboard,
and realize
Fe, left there today lor coiorauo ing.
Our shirt and collar work Is perThe library clock strikes three, grow less.
Bprlngs, where she will resume her
fect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" if
you
Ieming
for
are
and
"a
off
lit
College.
at.
Colorado
studies
the proper thing. We lead others
midnight."
. . ROUGH DRY.
follow.
Dr. Patchln, president of the Fra tle after six o'clock you are deliver
Do you know what this means? If
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
ternal Brotherhood, announces that edAbout
from your tenth nightmare by an not ask our drivers to explain It to
o
there will be no regular meeting of apparition
in black,
loaves
which
you.
MADE CANDIES.
HOME
meetFEE'S
that order this evening. Next
In
twen
at Han Marcial
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
ing will be announced in due time. tybreakfast
minutes." dinning In your ears.
Guild of St. John's You get up leisurely, make your toi
.The Ladies
Episcopal church will hold a regu let deliberately,
dress slowly, and
lar meeting in the vestry rooms oi wait an
hour for San Marcial
the church on Wednesday afternoon. and breakfast.
Then you get some
; '
as though the president had scored and scored hard in his ntuu All members are requested to be ham and eggsand forget your other
It looks
present.
troubles.
with a few navv officers.
At Rlncon y'our car Is switched to
The funeral of Edward Llndlow,
There is little doubt that If Admiral Brownson did object to hospital who
days
a branch which runs as far as Nut,
several
Instantly
killed
was
ahlDS being commanded by medical officers, it was none of his business after
where It branches again, one arm
ami while at work In one of tne Am
his superiors had ordered it oone.
erican Lumber company's saw mills wandering off, up into the hills to
';
IBy resigning rather than obey orders, he certainly set a fine example at Guam, was held this afternoon at wards Hlllsboro, noted
chiefly for
undertaking its gold mines and Colonel Hope
tml discipline which ought to speak volumes for the condition of our navy if 2 o'clock at Borders'
:thM.L sort of discipline prevails throughout.
oarlors. Burial was made in Fair well; the other branch goes to Dem
lug After you pass Nut the porter
cemetery.
t
The president In accepting Brownson's resignation stated that he would I view
The Learnard & Lindemann boys will ask you If you will have dinner
gladly have overlooked the affair because of the admiral s previous service,
hnnd of twenty nleceg will hold Its at the Harvey house In Demiug. You
tint thata he considered it in the interests of discipline to retire Brownson ttrst
meeting of the year In Learnard say you will
rrive at Iiemlng thirty minutes after the dining room is
tram the service.
& Lindemann s music store at
i
Xnd for the most part, those who know anything about military affairs, West Gold avenue tonight. Owing to closed. You find Ting Ling Wu is
'will agree with the president that an officer who won't obey orders Is mighty the Illness of Director Cook, M. t.. still open, however, and that helps
Gradv will take charge of the band some.
!Wior material out of which to form a navy.
fnr the next few weeks.
JJrownson ought to have "for the good of the service" after his name.
Demlng has many unique and dis
The case of Jose Lebario. a stocK
raiser, livinc on lower Broadway, tinctive qualities, chief of which is
fV The Thaw trial is on again, and It looks as though the public would charged with driving stock across the Its strategic location, being the only
point In the territory where the two
For the Marmano forest reserve witnout
rain have a reoetltlon of the sickening details of the last trial.
southwest railway systems
was postponed until Jan. 20 great
moat Dart, the Thaw trial is not fit to print and ought not to be printed, but permit,
hv 11. S. Commissioner Whiting to show- - tlie traveling public how not to
mi. the same time there Is a whole lot In the case that can accomplish good
Both the Santa
day. Commissioner Whiting was ill make connections.
'by acting as a horrible example. In fact, there Is only one way to read the and
unable to hear the case. l.eba- - Fe and Southern Pacific run Into
Thaw trial at all. and that Is to read U from the standpoint of a moralist or rlo's arrest Is the first for violation Into Demlng. In order that close
tlf It can not be read from such a view point, it would be of forest reserve rules mi the Man- - connections may be avoided the two
auclolotist.
roads have their clocks set one hour
As an illustration of the devil in his glory, the Thaw trial is zuno reserve.
better unread.
I hcaru a lady complaining
About twenty of the members of apart.
the best example since the Bible was translated.
Society of America to the porter that we were so late
Geological
the
i
meeting In she would miss the Southern Pacific
which held its
He was equal to th emer
The president, by demanding that army officers ride if they want to ihls city last week, passed through train.
prvlcp is rlirht. The only way he might better it. would Albuquerque last
Missus, yesu- en
route gency.
"Don t fret.
mniHlri In Mptiv
niht
Vbe to demand that they also walk once In a while, like the fellow who totei home from the sightseeing trip to the day's S. P. aln t out o' Kl Faso yit.
Demlng Is also noted for Its wind
W.
C.
nounds of ammunition, blankets, canned goods Grand Canyon of Arizona.
ih. rim ami aliout furtv-nvHaves, of Washington, I. C. chief mills and real estate agents. When
'imd huir brushes.
I
sur
Geological
called on the mayor of the city,
of the L'nited States
Ijinsing, he explained that these two work
vey, and Alfred Lane, of
learning.
of
Chicago
institutions
In
the
to
be
are
abolished
advertising
School frats
the
Michigan
in
Mich., state geologist of
elo
If they will only abolish those crazy looking hats of outlandish colors, stopped off in Albuquerque for a few- town, the windmills speaking
water,
of
one
can
no
underflow
quently
understand,
of
yells
May.
the
lot
a
of
thai
Impossible
and
hues
lavs
fttMinutUa of
Pacific and the real estate agents constant
West
J. M. Padilla. 320
What 41 great step towards a return to clvilixatlon we will have made.
avenue, died inis morning ui b:ju ly speaking of volumes for the
an
illness
of pneumonia after
The Confederate soldiers are working for the defeat of hill advocating of lock
"But," I objected, gazing over the
308-31- 0
but e urn days. He had neen em
WEST CENTRAL AVE.
It must be admitted that the Confederate nlnved
(oveinmtnt pensions for thpm.
whirring
years by hundred and forty-seve- n
past
five
the
for
"Veii on the battlefield.
from,
Mj Idlers never asked anything of the government
his
Benjamin, and is survived galvanized wheels visible
Weiller
hy a wife, three sons. Ban, Aslacia window, "what do you go when the
What If there
Mrs wind goes down?
4 I liioiilii m;in hu. sued his wife for a divorce because site soi l a $20 and Human, and a daughter.
the
Some men are fo unreu iKilores Salas. The funeral will be should come a dead calm, andmayor
bubv bUKicv for $1 and bought a theater ticket.
pumps
The
cease?"
9:30
l
would
held Wednesday morning
aonabte.
on
10
shoulder
kindly
patted
the
me
at
and
residence
o'clock at the
"Easy!" he said.
at Sacred Heart church. Bur
'
sentiment to trouble it. The average o'clock
Grefit Britain has an
ial will be made in Sandoval ceme again, inv boy; we merely round up
brother
when
except
brown
the
brother
brown
love
the
for
no
has
tery.
the real estate agents and start inem
Britisher
WEST GOLD AVENUE
to talking again.
stays at home.
The annual meeting of
When I got back to my hotel the
of the Mogollon Gold & Copper
jseven
met
at clerk advised nie that
New York rent strikers outwitted the police by speaking from a moving Cuninany was held this morning
Room; Prompt, Courteous Service; Music
'Large, Well-Lighte- d
office of A. li. McMillen In the had asked for me during my ab
lruik It would be itreat if they could outwit the landlords by living on a the
and
Also nn automobile
:
National bank building. The seiice.
by the Hest People; Number I Meals
First
patronized
while you eat
moving truck.
following were elected directors for three bungles were waiting for mecourpleasant
was
a
the ensuing year: Thomas J. Cumin, outside. This
.
Chicago detectives broke up a dice game which was part of a grand Frank E. Slurge. Frank E. Jones, lesv to a Journalist, and I hurried t
BREAKFAST, 23c. t DINNER AND SUPPER, 3Sc.
or Month.
opera. This is about the calibre of sleuths who would try to pinch a moving A. B. McMiiUen and It. U. Stevenson. mv room to prepare for a ride. un I
Special Ratmm by the
hallway,
At th meeting of directors held this found two men In the
picture holdup man.
rea
and
fourth
was
other in the bathroom
Bfiernoon.i Thomua J, Currau
Broaktaai to 0
having crawlec
my
bed.
elected president; Frank E. Slurges under
Mrs. M. F. Myer, Proprietress
HUH Kentucky hasn't been able to prove that powers helped kill Gov
to 31
through the transom. He presented
president;
Din mar
was
vice
Frank
chosen
I.
own
gun
exploded
of
lis
accord.
.Maybe
all,
the
Just
Goebel.
after
ernor
muppor at30 to 7$SO
Jones, treasurer; R. U. Stevenson, his card.
)
"I can sell, you valley land im
secretary and A. B. McMillen,
0OK5fDOOKJfO9)OCOOO
proved or unimproved, town lots,
J'ettibone Is quitted, but the Thaw trial begins again.
grip-olnsJl-
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Dentist

Reliable

a
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Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

. .

$1.50 up
.
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ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
AN TEED.

CO

00
GUAR- -

DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
ROOM 12, N. T. AAMIJO BLDG.
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President Scores Qgain
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Library
Tables

A handsome weathered oak
Library Table will do much
to make the library look better. We have them in all sizes
We also carry a good variety
in Golden Oak. Prices from
$5 to $40.

mid-wint- er

-

ALBERT FABER

ooooooooowoco
THE HOME RESTAURANT

rOXW0OOO0X5OO

anti-orient-

A NO

muitomoN
All Curabl
Diseases

Trmattd.
No Chargo for Conaultation.
N. T. ArmIJa Building

94

hot-footi-

:

,

Off. C. H. COMNCR
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

207

VJr

It

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
W. TUeraa Phone SI
Matteuccl Bros., Props.

622-2- 4

START FIGHT
By Installing

of bookkeeping
department.

a Loose Leaf System
in your accounting

By Using
This system sheets can be ruled
and printed a tult the special need
of every burJni

Loose Leaf Systems
Are no longer an experiment.
They are a necessity where economy in time and labor la wanted.
Estimates cheerfully given. Mail orders will receive prompt attention.

8. LITHGOW
II.
Rubber Stamp Maker
Bookbinder
&

COAL

AMERICAN BLOCK.
OEKRILL08

;

LUMP.

ANTHRACITE
Furnace,
.

Mixed,

;

Nut.

CLEAN GAS COKE.

SMITHING COAL
NATIVE KINDLING.
FOR CASH ONLY.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

91.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
COMING

EVENTS

January 7 Chas. B. nanrord, In
Anthony and Cleopatra.
January h Clayton Jubilee Singers
at Elks' opera house under the auspices of the Brotherhood of St. Paul
of the First Methodist church.
January 10 The Lieutenant and
the Cowboy.
January 15 Clarence Eddy. fam
I ous organist,
Presbyterian church.
January 15 Murray Ac Mack In
Broaway.
Sunnyside of
January 21 For Mother's Sake.
January 23 Tramp Show with
band.
February 14 The Burgomaster.
February IV Are Tou Crazy?
February 19 Vendetta.
February 24 The Holy City.
March 10 The Girl and
the
Stampede,

MOXIV. .MM'AltY

2LLBUQTJERQTJE

10OR.

fl,

EVENXNQ

CITIZm

paok rvvmT"

STILL LOOKING FOR SUE 'SAY SANTA FE OFFICER

Panic?

01KING

FOR

F0RJ7

as long as be can get

Committee From Council Used Box Car as Jail-Wh- en
Released They Complained
Sechs to Place It on
to the Police.
Broadway.

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes
NONE BtTTER

The city council will hold Its first
renuiar meeting of the new year in
the office of City Clerk Harry I.ee in
tin.' Armij') building this afternoon
at 4 o'clock, the principal husiness
of the city fathers being to allow
bills for the last quarter.
The sewer committee will probably report on the progress made
towMrd securing a pump, motor and
appliances for the new pumping station to be placed on lower Second
street near the river and to be used
in connection with the old newer system at times of high water in the

FRENCH
BAKERY
212 E. Central, Phone 597

Kio

tlrande.

The committee has been negotiate
with several linns for the
of a pump and motor.
Alderman Learnnrd. chairman
of
the fountain committee, is in correspondence with the National Humane
Alliance, donors of the city's new
di inking fountain for horses
and
dogs, regarding the
proposed site
for the fountain at llroadway and
Kast Central avenue.
If the site Is
satisfactory to the Alliance the committee will recommend
that the
council place the fountain there.
ing

'

Turkey
Dinner
Tomorrow at the

Columbus
Hotel

pur-chos-

IDE SHERIFF RETURNS
WITHOUT

LILLIAN

REED

tiov. Jluclitcl lMvliucs to til vp Her
I'p Colorado AttornovH Suy It
Wouldn't Ilo Fair.

Board and Room

$16.00

MRS.M.E. NORRIS
East Coal Avenue

Groceries at Cut Prices
High

quality

M. & J. 85
................
quality teas, per

cent

,. ..25c
pound ...60c
soap

eo (Tee

Best
7 bars Swift's Pride
25c
1 gallon Imperial
syrup .......45c
10 pound pall of jelly
60c
Large cana Las Cruce and other
high grade tomatoes, 2 cans
26c
for . . . ;
25 cent can baking powder ...,20c
Good prunes, 3 pounds for ...,25c
3 packages 12 ounce figs ......25c
And a big store full of other
bargains.
,

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 North

On the advise of the attorney general, who said criminal proceedings
ngainjst Lillian Reed were sought by

O. Uosentield and others for the
purpose of collecting a debt, Governor Henry A. Buchtel of Colorado
refused to give up Miss Reed to
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo, who went to
lenver Thursday armed with extradition papers for the woman.
Sheriff Armijo returned Saturday
without Miss Reed, who is wanted
here by several merchants whom she
is alleged to have tlimftnmmed out of
jewelry, merchandise and money, totaling about $1,000. Miss Reed has
requested a hearing in Cripple Creek
where she was arrested.
Attorney General Dickson, of Colorado, In a letter to District Attorney
Clancy said that, "It appearing to my
satisfaction that the purpose of securing her person In New Mexico Is
for the purpose of collecting a debt
or enforcing a civil remedy in which
a private person Is Interested. It is
my Judgment that the
requisition
should not be honored."
Among her victims were L. G.
Rosenfleld, who lost about $200 on
a diamond ring; the Economist dry
goods store, the Southwestern Brewery & Ice company, Emil Kleinwort,
Ihe butcher, and three wholesale liquor houses.
L.

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.
MO

MRS. TOM CLAY

imetnd

CRYSTALTHEATRE
W. It. OremlorIT, Mgr., 120 West Gold
Tills Week
BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
Ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
every Saturday; complete change of
program Thursday;
grand amateur
carnival Friday night.
A few choice front seats, 20c; no
raise in prices. .

y

Card of
We desire to thank onr friends
and neighbors for their kindness and
sympathy in our recent bereavement,
the death of Mr. Frank Kleinwort,
and especially the Odd Fellows and
Hed Men for the beautiful flowers
they sent.
OTTO KLEINWORT,
HMIL KLMINWOKT.
Tluuik-H- .

Cash for gunny sacks, all sizes;
wagon will onll for them. Phone 18,
4
South Firt St.
E. W. Fee.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOR RENT Two modern furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. Inquire at 418 West Silver avenue.
U02-ft0-

DIES IN LAS VEGAS
Albuquerque I'liysloLan
Was
moned Too I .a to IHuictuI
llils Afternoon.

Sum-

Clay

died Friday
at 6 o'clock at the Las Vegas hospital, where she had just been con
veyed In order to have an operation
periormeu.
cornlsh, of Albu
querque had ir.
been called to perforin
the operation, but upon arrival at
the hoAfdtal her condition was such
that nothing could be done, says the
Las Vegas Optic.
Mrs. Clay was 80 years of flge. and
had been a sufferer for many years,
and death came as a great relief.
'For many years she had been a
consistent' member of the Methodist
church, and a most active worker in
all church affairs and charities, and
her death will be mourned by many.
She leaves a husband. Constable
Tom Clay, nnd three sons. One son,
Charles, of Albuquerque, is here, and
two others from Ohio are now en
rcute to Las Vegas to attend their
mother's funeral, which will be held
on Monday afternoon.
Course White llran.
Itntn and Shorts.
Rod liran.
Fine liran.
'
Mrs. Tom

02-60-

1

K. W. FF.K,
Flrt St.

Soutli

Phone

1.

oooooooooaoooo
FOR CHRISTMAS

EXAMINATION FREE

C. H.

TAG

HELD THEM UP

But no one need suffer

ycxxxxxxxxxxxxjocjoooooocjcxx

1

What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at myoffice and I will tell
you how you can make father
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses guaranteed to
fit correctly.

Carries, Oph. D.

Vest Central,

114

PHONE 452.

Charges of petty graft were lodged against a man said to be a member of the tSanta Fe detective department today by Richard N'ldd.-oottown. Can., and Oscar Lehmer, of
lirutus. Mich., who told the police
they had been locked over night In
a box
In the lower
Sinta Ke
yards and not released until after
the payment of $7 to the detective
who pocke ed the amount.
N'ldd and Lehmer walked Into police headquarters
this morning and
told their story to Chief Mc.Millin,
who Immediately reported the matter to lien Williams, chief of the
f

tir

Santa Fe detectives. Williams Is Investigating the matter.
"We were arrested by this man
about midnight," said Nldd. "He
showed us his star and hitched his
belt around so we could see his pistol.
We went, along until we came
to a box car when he put Us In it
and locked the door. We stayed there
until about 7 In the morning when
we were released.
"The same fellow let us out. He
had a number of natives with hini.
He told us this time that he whs a
deputy I'nited S:ates marshal and
that he would let us go If we would
iw our tine. He said It would be $1
and costs, or $3. SO apiece.
"He said if we didn't pay our fine
we would be sentenced to sixty days
hard work on the county roads with
the bunch of natives he had with
him. He said he hud just arrested
we
them. Lehmer and 1 thought
hal better pay nnd wo gave him thfe
$7 and he let us go."
Nidd and Lehmer furnished Chief
Williams with a description of the
man and Williams is now investigating their charges. The two young
men do not know what the supposed
detective did with the natives he had
in custody vhen he relieved them of
the $7.
iNIdd and Lehmer this afternoon
swore out warrants for the arrest of
F. J. Barr and F. Pfeiffer, charging
mem witn extorting
the money
rrom them. The men will be given
a preliminary hearing this afternoon.
FOUND

DEAD

IN

(iivon
binwIllsIs leiiUi

HOTEL

as Oitiso of

L. Jacobs, a French-Canadia40
years of age. fromeriy employed as
ctimp cook by the American Lumber
company at Kettner, N. M.,
was
found dead in his room In the Alamo
n,

hotel. South First street and Silver
avenue, yesterday
morning
at 7
o'clock. Acute alcoholism caused bl
death.
Jacobs came' here from Kettner to
spend the holidays. When he went
to bed Saturday night he left word
with the porter to call him at 7
o'clock Sunday morning. The porter
called at the hour, but Jacobs made
no response. The porter forced the
door open and found the man dead
in bed.
The police were notified and the
body was taken 10 Border's undertaking establishment. Officers learned
that the dead man has relatives in
St Morrlsette, Province of Quebec.
Canada, and they have been notified
of his death.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

SOLICITED

We will prepay
all charges to
out-of-tow-

Everything sent
out
PREPAID

n

buyers.

These sales have been popular for over ten years,
because they are bona-fid-e
and our claims are fulfilled
in every way. At this time we are particularly in need
of money, as we are carrying an extremely heavy stock.
Being confident of our future prosperity, we have ordered the heaviest Spring stock we have ever bought,
and there exists now an absolute necessity of closing
out all winter goods regardless of cost or value.

LOOK AT THESE RIDICULOUSLY
LOW PRICES

cantile paper 8iM0 per cent; money
on call firm
9 per cent.
New York Metal Market.
'New York. Jan.
6. Lead
quiet,
$4.S5$i3.75; lake copper quiet 13
; silver 55 ftc.
fill
Chlintro Iroliioe) Market.
Wheat May 107iHi: July
Corn May 61i4itt; July 60 V4.
.Oats MrViy
July 48 14.
Pork May $13.65; Jan. $13.05.
Lard May $S.27H; Jan. $8.05.
Ribs May $7.4714; Jan. $7.10.
New York Ktoekfl. ,
Atchison
10

6'

52;

8 5 ..
.

...

.

.

92

111
73
120
81

,

All Men's and Boys'
Sweaters at

HALF PRICE
GREEN TAG SPECIAL

500 Men's and Boys'
Caps, worth 60c, 75c.
and $1.00, at

We have on hand about 200 Hart,
Schaffner & Marx Suits and Overcoats
worth $24, 25, 26 50 and 28. They
go without reserve at

$17.50

Earl & Wilson 25

cent Collars at

15c.

or Overcoat

200 Sincerity Suits and Overcoats,

which have been $ 6.50, 18, 20 and
22. They are green tagged
X

per Suit
or Overcoat

35c

$13.75

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

200 Odd Suits and Overcoats, formerly $ J 2.50, J 3.50 and 15; they are
green tagged

$1.50 Underwear 95c
2.50 Underwear $ J .90
4.50 Underwear 3.40

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

200 dozen men's plain
and fancy Hose, worth
25 cents, at

12k.
GREEN TAG SPECIAL

50 dozen choice 75c.
Four-in-Han-

$9.75

per Suit
or Overcoat

4

9 14

26'
8

914

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

$1.25 Monarch Shirts
$2.00 Clurtt Shirts

$1.40

per Suit

150iYoung Men's Suits, worth $10,

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

Hanan and Douglas

fine Shoes ; 2 pairs fancy
Hose free with each pair
of Shoes.

12 and 14; they are green tagged

$8.75

per Suit

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

10 doz. Unlaundered

White Shirts at

250 pairs Men's Trousers, worth
$2.50 and 3 ; they are green tagged

25c.

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

50 dozen Suspenders,
worth 50 cents, at

25c.

$1.90.

6500.

1

$3.90

90c

Olllillut liiVCHttH'k.

Omaha. Jan. 6. Cattle receipts,
Market slow to 10c lower.
Western steers $3.004.50;
Texas
steers $2.75i4.00; cows and heifers
$ .50 fit 2.50;
$2.00ff 3.75;
canners
mockers and feeders $J 7 5 (n) 4.40 ;
calves 3. 0045. r0; bulls $1,75 44.00;
receipts 4500. Yearlings 10
higher. Fed muttons $5.00 ri 5.50;
welhers $4.40 U 4. 85 : ewes $4.00ii
4.50; lambs $6.25 r 6.80.
Kansas Chy Lfvertnek.
Kansas Cuy. Jan. 6. Caitle
receipts ll.floii. Market five to ten cents
lower. KiMlThrit utunr. t 1 T ., Cl.
southern cows $ 2.00 tv 3.25; iitockers
ana reejers $3. u fir 4.40; bulls $2.75
W4.00; calves $ 4.00 i 6.75 ;
western
steers $ 3. 75 W 5.00; western
cows

200 Boys' School Suits, worth $4;50,
5 and 6 ; they are green tagged

Ties at

d

35c.

firm,

New York Money Market.
New York, Jan. 6. Prime
mer-

Preferred

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

per start

St. Lonl Spelter Market.
jan. 6. Spelter

St. Louis,
$4.25.

New York Central
Pennsylvania ..
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
Preferred
Amalgamated Copper
I'. S. S
Preferred

MAIL ORDERS

BED

AT ALAMO

Heart

Special Notice

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

25 per cent, off on all
our

FLANNEL SHIRTS

250 pairs Men's Trousers, worth
$4.50,5 and 5.50; they are green tagged

$3.90. p.
500 Boys' Knee Pants, worth 75 cents
to $1.25; they are green jA

tagged

:

:

:

:

OU

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

20 per cent off
on all Trunks and

Cents

Suit-Cas- es

C

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

Gty.

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Telephone

1

Sheep
receipts
5.000. Market
steady. Muttons $4.00 fa 4. HO
lambs
$6.0041 6.75; range welhers
$4.25r
5.75; fed ewes $3.50 it 4.50.
Clil.iigo livestock.
Chicago. Jan. 6. Cattle
receipts
33,000. Market 10 to 15c lower. Reeves $3.50 ii 6. on; cows and
heifers
$1.25'f 4.6o; Texan $ 3. 1 5 ) 4.00 ; calves $ 4.75 (r( 6. DO;
westerns $3.75JJ
4 .60;
stockers and feeders $2,3041
4.25.
Wheep receipts about 23 000. Market steady.
Westerns
$3.00i 5.15;
yearlings $ 4.70 ' 5.50; lambs $4.75
6.9U; westerns $4.75 j 6.90.
;

Finest Domestic and Imported

Family Trade Solicited.

$2.50fc 4.00.

036, and

Goods will be Delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND EEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tables, nd First Clw Treatment

Stated Oonolav.
Commajidery
3,
Xo.
Knighis Temiplar.
Installation of officers In full uniform 7:30 p. m.
sharp at Masonic htjl. By order of
L. H. Chamberlrn, eminent
commander. Harry Braun, recorder,
-

CRAD1 & GIANNINI, Props.
109 South First Street

Pilgrim

Plenty of bargains in other Furnishing Goods, also in our Hat and
Shoe Departments. A look at our windows and a visit to our store will
convince you promptly that it will pay you to trade here during this Sale

MON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

"A

55LBTJQUEHQTTE

GREW

WALHUTSENATOR

BVENIJrn

CAR NOT BE
M
FULMEifflffiTIS RUBBED

S

HEY

i

LIES

QUITS

parts, the application of
with liniments, blistering1 the afu-cteplanter, and other means of external treatment, are usually helpful in
relieving the pains and aches of Rheumatism, hut such remedies do not
reach the CAl'SU of the disease, and are therefore in no sense curative.
Rheumatism is due to nn excess of uric acid in the blood, brought about by
indigestion, poor bowel action, weak kidneys, and a general sluggish condition
of tli svstL-niThe circulation deposits this irritating poison in the different
muscles, nerves, tissues and joints of the body, and soon the painful symptoms
of Klientti.itism are produced. The pains at first may be wandering and slight;
but as the bloixl becomes more fully saturated with the uric acid poison, the
disease grows worse and after awhile gets to be chronic. The slight, wander- in'j- mins now become sham and cutur.ff fit the least exposure to dampness
or night air, or any constitutional irregularity, the bones ache, the muscles
are not as free in action as before, and where the acid poison is allowed to
so cloi.tl with corrosive sub
remain 11 the bhxxl the joints often bec-ni- e
stances that they are lift permanently s'.iff and p.'ci.ss. Kluumattsm can
never be rubbed away, nor can tt be coroner u ar.it driven irom me system
until tlie : ;.i 'in ih.wki ;im neen cieansen
and purified. No other tu; dii ine does this so
effectually as S. P. S. Ic di. solves and removes the impurities and sends a stream of
fcS
rich, strung M'wd to the affected parts, which
6otlies the irritated nerves, inflamed muscles
PUHELY VEGETABLE
and flesh, and the suheier obtains relief that
is permanent 1 . iMse the real cause of the
disease has been remcved. Sneri
book on RKtiinr.tism und anv medical
aUvke desired free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA

.

Tucson, Arizona, January 6. A
The
farmer, telegram
has been received here
stating
that
ma, I,- - llfty years
anil cal f fully from Portland, ore..
I'nited states Senator Fill on of 'lofoKtorpil ihrouKh Ihr Ions years folsizgon
a
has given for publication
lowing, that he be burled in a ootlln
In which he calls upon
ronle from a walnut tree whichpart-he zling letter
Francis J. Heney, special government
hail grown himself. Is only to be
rosecutor In the Oregon land rraiuis
ly granted. Mason died last night at
to
either retract or deny hi.i statehis home near Leeds.
Fifty years ago M.ism: found a ment to the effect that "he (Fulton)
tree. particularly Is a corruption!!."
walnut
ymmit
.Mr. Heney in reply to the open let
was
straight and pretty, while hi.1- he
farm. ter, gave out Saturday afternoon a
clearing aonie ground on
irehing statement In
which he
an.l
Ht was a man of iuei" l.kas
that he siands ready to backhe decided to let that tree grow for stated
up
any statement he has made niiithe particular purpose of providinge lining
RATON TO HAVE NEW
Senator Fulton, and In which MEDICOS MEET
ixmI
tor the coitin mat wouij
he
calls attention to the fact that
The
when
died.
dy
bf
he
u.eJ f"l' his
lominent citizens of Oregon and In
tree grew In the cen'.er of a meadow San
T
Francisco have been prosecuted
AT PITTSBURG
from which ail the otner trees n.iu
convicted, heretofore.
and
Fearing.
however.
been cleared.
Heney was seen at the depot
1hat it might be struck by lightning thi.iMr.afternoon
Just before he left for
mid destroyed, and it was already Patagonia
Tire Causes Cnto City People to
on mining business. He Many IiiiMirluul SuhlecU Iking:
purpose
.ioun large chough for it,the.Mr.
Unitize Nerd of New lire
seen
letter
not
he
the
had
stated
that
aia
for which he intended
State Ijiws in
Department.
mn about three years ago had It cut Senator Fuloin is said to have give.i
Particular.
for publication. He added that
down and sawed up into lumber. nut
meager
his
was
contain
Information
took
The "butt cut." from which he
Kiton, X. M., Jan. 6. (Special.
in a telegram
PitLsburg. Pa., Jan. 6. An Imfrom a Portland
the lumber for his coffin, squared ed
The laying of the corner stone of
newspaper.
leading
medical
meeting
portant
of
were
boards
The
inches.
fourteen
It Is not easy to answer a letter men and educators or tne country the new Methodist church occurred
anil
placed In Mr. Mason's barn
which I have not read or seen and I try convened here last week In the Sunday, January Dth.
were carefully kept.
The splendid edifice Is to be loattempt to do so," Mr. hall of the Carnegie Institute. PresLast night Mason died, after an will notstated.
corner of Third street
idents of colleges and universities of cated on the
Illness that had lasted for several Heney
Steffens' article on Ore the country and medlcul men, both and Conk avenue, and Is the second
ats. but tomorrow, by the decision gon'Lincoln frauds
In
this
In the professors
published
land
practloners repre building to be dedicated
and
of the family, these boards which he American
Magazine, and several ar- senting the American Academy or community for the Use ot the Meth
cut from the walnut tree will be ticles in Collier's
,
odists.
Weekly make state- Medicine, were in at.endance.
used, not for the coflln. but for the
about Senator Fulton which
The ceremony was an elaborate
The meeting was not the conven
box In which the casket will be In mentslibelous
work
If
not
which
true,
ami
academy,
the
but
one. the pastor, Hev. William Iteece
ire
tion
of
the
closed. Burial will be in Pitcher charge him with nets which I would
of this council, as it Is termed, will being assisted by the superintendent
cemetery, near Leeds.
as corrupt.
If he denies furnish the leading thoughts for the of missions, Kev. Samuel Hlalr D.D.,
1'uiih- - to tiu' Country ft6 Yiw Airo. construe
1
suggest
or
he
that
truth
annual convention of the American of Albuquerque, N. M.
tilason was 91 years old when he them their their
accuracy by libel suits.
Academy of Medicine to be held the
those present at the laying
died. He came to this country nfty- - test Any
every statement which I second week of June In Chicago. of .Among
this corner stone who were pressix years ago and settled on the may haveandmade
Fulton
probably
great
Senator
about
the
questions,
Two
laying of the first, was
lived
his
death.
until
at
the
he
ent
where
farm
for publication I am prepared to an most important from a serological Kev. Mr. Slnnnck, the
first pastor of
He leaves a daughter and two sons,- swer
legal
were
evi
point,
and
with
substantiate
view
educational
and
A queer old man was Ember Mathe church. The building Is to be a
op
proper
when
unci
this
dence
of
time
the
influence
and
the
cardiscussed
Is
to cost when
great
delight
in
stone structure and
Bon and he took
arrives.
meeting carried to nearly every state finished approximately
twenty-riv- e
ing for his coffin tree and later for portunity
t lie menu time I will call atten
ques"in
to
in the union
bear fruit. The
thousand dollars.
the boards cut therefrom.
to
Wiltion
Mitchell,
the
that
fact
are:
tions
The big fire in the Gate City lum"I reckon I'll take those boards
Jones. Mays and even Puter
Realizing that four years In col- ber yards last week, which endun-gere- ii
to town an' have 'em made up pretty liamson.
Oregon,
of
Kugene lege and four years In a medical
anil Abe Huef,
many of the most Important
oon." he said to a visitor several Schmltz
and Liouis tilass of Kan school n'-- ton much of a man's life business interests of the city, has
year ago.
vehemently
profesFrancisco
denied
In
each
his
preparation
to
for
ask
"I'm glvln' out putty fast o' late that he had committed any wrong sion, the academy of medicine pro- stirred up the town to the realizafire
of its need of nn
on' 1 might need that coffin most and
challenged me to produce any poses to so arrange the college tion
A
meeting has been
any time." But "those boards" were evidence
department.
Heney
con
thereof,
Mr.
only
be
years
will
six
courses that
never taken to town. The old man tinued with emphasis.
held for the purpose of organizing
discussed a company nnd arranging for a
required. This will bt
became weaker every day and never
1
good
on
college
have
made
each
of
of
point
the
view
from
the
x
tifty-siproper equipment.
opportunity.
For
found the
are
years, with the exception of four them and I will Just as conclusively by President Jacob O. Schurman of
Mr. Simon Cohn and family
good
on
Jorto
make
as
Senator
Fulton
university;
David
Starr
Cornell
years In the civil war, Mr. Mason any
preparing to leave the city for New
giv
I
statement
have
Iceland
heretofore
Stanford
of
president
dan,
prolonged
a
City
and later
lived In his home, a quaint old styled en out against him or may
hereafter Jr., university; James D. Moffatt, York In Kurope.
Mr. Cohn is one of
structure on a high hill, overlooking
out against him for publication,' president of Washington and Jeffer stay
best known business
and
oldest
the
the valley of the Blue river. He was give
in
he
said
leading
conclusion.
edu
college,
son
other
and
men of the city, in 1881 he estab-- j
born in Tenneessee and used to re
It is the belief that Senator Ful cators.
llsneu nimseir m tne ary gonus uusi-ne.mark often that he was "Hick'ry ton's
onen letter was hrontyht nhmit
State medical examination laws
and built up one of the largJackson" democrat, a rebel In the Indirectly
by
apan
interview
which
Each state requires a state medical est trades in the city. Last July he
civil war and besides all that,
peared
ago
week
a
a
New
can
under
a
York
doctor
before
examination
sold his business to the Kemsberg
"hardshell Baptist."
line In the Washington Post In practice
within Its borders. The Mercantile company of this place
"An' they' didn't lick us In th' civil date
sayMr.
was
Heney
which
quoted as
academy proposes that a uniform
began to arrange his business
war." he ued to say. "We Jen got ing that Senator Fulton
was oppos- examination be held In every state and
preparatory to retiring from active
plum wo out a klllin them north ing the
of
passed
confirmation
United
who
States
has
a
doctor
and
that
life for a time.
erners."
Bristol of Oregon using for this examination In one state may be business
Mr. It. M. Monitford, of Fort ColFc the last several years of his Attorney
purpose "senatorial courtesy."
to practice In any other lins, Col., has entered Into partneradmitted
life. Mr. Mason gave up work In the this
iMr. Bristol although his appointstate without again taking an exam ship with Mr. J. R. Rrown, Jr., of
field, but he kept several hives of ment
has not as yet been confirmed ination.
bees, by which he used to ait all day
the Raton Music company, and will
tills the office of government attorney
watching over them.
become one of the city's business
as
is
he
reappolned
by
each term
men. The new store will occupy
IttHHinlxirs First (irnml Jury
A Cure for Misery.
President
Koosevelt.
Mr. Mason could remember when
the west store room of the Building
thing
proAnother
which
has
Jury
grand
of Jackson moted a coldness on
the firrt
have found a cure for the mis and Loan company building on
the part of Sen- ery"I malaria
county held Its first meeting under ator
says
Park avenue.
poison produces,"
Fulton toward Mr. Henev Is the
a tree before the first court house fact that
U. M. Jamea. of L,ouellen, a. C "it a
big
men
the
In
indicted
the
was built.
It Does the Business.
called Electric Bitters, and comes In
Mr. K. K. Chamberlain, of Clin
"But I like to stay right here on land fraud cases are personal friends 50 cont bottles. It breaks up, a case
my farm," he said to a visitor one of the Oregon senator.
says of Bucklen's Arnica
Maine,
Ion.
of chills or a bilious attack In al
day. "Don't like Kansas City much
"It does the business; I have
no time; and It puts yellow Salve.
most
WEAK,
WEAKY
WOMEN.
many
bicy
Too
of those
used it for dies and It cured them.
Inundlce clean out of commission
cles an'
round
great tonlo medicine and blood Used It for chapped hands and it
Why. In my younger day there learn the Caus of Dally Woes and This
Applied It to an old
an
cured them.
nurifler e ves aulck relief In
End Tlx?m.
wasn't nothln' like that. Boys o' the
kidney complaints .sore and It healed It without leav
stomach,
liver
and
When
the
back
aches
o
up
and throbs.
neighborhood used
make
and the misery of lame back, eoiu ing a scar behind." 25c at All Deal
When housework Is torture.
pony purse, buy a gallon o' whisky
ers.
guarantee at All Dealers.
or 'possumin
When night brings no rest nor under
with it, go 'coonln'
in the east bottoms
sleep.
an'
an them was times. Went to school
When urinary disorders set In
three days an' got nine llckin's," the
THE
Women's lot Is a weary one.
old man continued.
"Then I quit
There la a way to escape these woei
I 'low as how I got along putty well
Doan s Kidney Pills cure auch Ilia.
without that eddycation.
Have cured women here In Albu
iMr. Mlason owned eighty acres of
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
querque.
land, the farm on which he lived,
son, Madison and Jackson.
Thla is one Albuquerque woman'!
Rooting
testimony.
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex
Mra. J. R. Grubb. living at 817
South Broadway, Albuoueraue. New
A BIG SUCCESS
Albuqoerqae, New Mexico
Mexico, eays: "For about two weeks
First and Marquette
my condition was so that whenever
i would move around, pains and
, In spite of the financial flurry, the sharp stitches would take me in my
WITH AMPI03 MEANS
opening of the Tyler 101ns. further proof of a disturbed
Commercial College of Tyler. Texas, condition of the kidneys existed, evl
AND UNSURPASSED FAOHJTOES
Is a big success. Students are Hockby a too frequent action of
ing in from every direction. To wit- denced
the
from these organa as
ness the large crowd gathering, one was secre'lons
mostly noticeable In the fore part
would think there would not be po- of the
day.
A
lady, who had been
sitions for all when their courses are
BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
similarly troubled and had been cured
finished, but when we stop to
by
comwe
Doan's
living
Kidney
a
in
are
Pills, advised me to
that
mercial age. and that there Is an ever use them. Procuring a box
used
Increasing demand for thoroughly only a small portion and the Ibenefit
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
trained office help, we readily see
was
so
derived
pronounced
that
we never can get too many bright, was given proof
of the genuineness
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
prae ically trained, Indus rlous young of this
medicine as a cure for backieopie.
SI&O.OOO.OO
CAPITAL
Young friend, take the editor's ache and all ills arising from de
advice, write for catalog of this fa- ranged kidneys."
Directors:
Officers and
mous institution, and arrange to enor sale by all dealers. Price 60c
ter It at once, lie one of the leaders Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.,
LUNA, President.
SOLOMON
your
you
community.
are
of
If
agents ror
United States.
hones', industrious, and will
push soienemember thethename
w. j. joiinson.
Doan's
S.
W.
6TRICKLER,
and
out, there is a great success ahead
lane no other.
14
for ou.
Assistant CaxtiJer.
View President and
If you want anythlna on esrth vnu
H.IIAIU; HAS INVITATION
1. C, BALD RIDGE,
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
" '"rough the want columns
IliO.U WASHINGTON c2nret
r ine ivenlnf Citizen.
We get re- O. E. CROMWELL.
A. M. BLACKWEI.L
Wai Ixiavp New Mexico Invrfcthra
lion nml (rti lluiy in
Ailegtxl ljiiiii I Vaint Can's,
Washington, Jan. 6. Ormsliy
special attorney of the departOF CONDITION
ment of Justice, has been agreed
upon by the attorney general and
'.he secretary of the Interior as the
attorney to prosecute the cases
crowing out of the Klckapoo land
frauds. Mr. McHarg is now in New
Mexico, conducting an Investigation
DECEMBER 3, 1907.
of land frauds.
A message was sent him asking If
charge
of
lie would tuke
the Klckapoo litigation.
No reply has been
leceived, but the attorney general is
LIABILITIES.
RESOURCES .
confident he will accept.
K,tii!M City. Mo..
jun.
lsh of Ember Mason, i

6.

190H.

3
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...
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irty
Service.

ALBUQUCIWQUt

Longmont.
T'mie
Colo., Jin. (!
John Lnurie, the oldest traveling
saltsman In Colorado, has announced his Intention of retiring.
He will
retire from the road after over forty
years
f continuous service in this
state. He has represented one firm.
C. S. .Morey & Co. of Denver, for
twenty-eigh- t
years, and during that
time has not lost a day.
to Colorado when
Laurie came
most of the state was a barren,
waste, and has seen northern Colorado grow from a desert covereil
with cacti, rattlesnake ridges and
piairie dog towns to one of th(. richest and most prosperous agricultural districts In the world. Then there
were but. three towns In northern
Colorado, on what Is now called the
liurlington as
"Horn." Moulder.
Longmount
was then
known and
FiTt Collins.
There was but one house netwpen
RailLnr.gmount and Fort Collins.
M
roads had not yet reached the Mis- rVJ
souri river, and in all this western
country the trip had to be made by
sti ge or on horseback,
Laurie, has the honor of having
sold the first bill of goods In Love-l- a
When he first
ml and Berthoud.
started to travel Denver was a town
The corner
of 5.000 population.
of Fifteenth and Lawrence streets
was then out In the suburbs.
Ha
tells uf a Colorado barber named
Satterlee who at that time offered
him fifty feet on Larimer, between
Seventeenth streets,
Sixteenth and
and 100 feet on the corner of Seventeenth and Lawrence, which he owned, for enough money to take himself and family back to Cincinnati.
'Laurie is now past 70 years of
age. and Is still hale and hearty, but
thli-.kto
entitled
himself rightly
spend the rest of his days in ease
1
January
He
leaves
anii comfort.
for the east to make his home with
his only daughter, who lives In Bos- ten
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NEW MKXICO

Capital sad Surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

ON , SAVINGS
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ELKS THEATER

:

Phone 878
We will Call for and Deliver Your Horse

Satisfaction Guaranteed

& CO.
J.214KORBER
Albuquerque
N. Second,

HENRY W. SAVAGE

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
EAKIX. ami B.VCIIECin & GIOMI
WHOLKmALK DCALKRB IN

MELIM

W

COLLEGE
WIDOW
com

1

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl,

&

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Offers the

The original number
pany by

3. D. Eakln, President
G. GiomI, Vice President.

6S

JANUARY

MONDAY,

'

'UMnRBRBODBEM

s

te

ss

MONTEZUMA 1SUST CO.

ROAD

THE

(jult the. Wr-s-t and Make Home
In IVoMton After
Years

Will

.

Wish Made When a Young He is No Corruptlonlst. as Is
Charged by San FranAan Comes True In
cisco Attorney.
Later Life.

.

OLDEST TRAYEUNG MAN

RuLl-iti-

j

JANIWIIY

MONDAY,

AWAY

sL'iL

TREE FOR HIS

rmr

klip tvrythlng In
most fastidious

Hook to outfit tao

bar eomploto

Have Ihvo appointed exclusive ngents In the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Seliliu. Win. I.omp and St. IjOiiIm A. Ii. O. llrewerics: Yellestone.
(ireen Itiver, W. II. Mc Brayer's Ordar Brook, Iouls Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and ottier brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
sell
straight
But
article as received from, the best Wineries
the
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write lor Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Is&ued to dealers only.

C

George Ade
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Exactly as Presented
One Year In New York
l our Montlis in Itoston.
live Months In Chicago.
PRICES
SEATS

$UCCE$$

".If, $1.00, $1.50. Boxes $2

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

IS TRUE.
BUT XS ORDER TO
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO SCO

CEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
THING?. ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND AN- OTHER 1$ SOME MONET. WE DO NOT FUR- -

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

NISH BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A

TUESDAY, JANUARY
Engagement

7th

CHARLES B. HANFORD

WARDS SUPPLYING THE DENERO.

of

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

F. LAWRENCE WALKER
In a Notable Revival of

Antony

mSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSI

er

con-wid-

and

Cleopatra

er

X

r.

Z

PERUSAL OF

OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY TO- -

of Use Eminent Actor

Under the Management

SUCCESS.

I SUPPOSE Tins

SALE SATURDAY, JAN,
4th AT 8 O'CLOCK AT
ON"

MATSOX'S.

Mote

tnld-wint-

LIKE

THEY. SAY NOTHING SUCCEEDS

new-fangl-

bee-treel- n'

:

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Illla

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

Z

NUE

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF

A sumptuous
scenic production,
now nnd novel electrical effects, a
ol torus and ballet of unusual a uracbeautifully
il von
costumed, will
tend to make this engagement one
of the most substantial offerings of
the year.
Curtain at 8:30. Positively no One
Seated During an Act.
SEATS ON SALE MONDAY. JAN". 0.

Native and Chicago Lumlier. Sherwin-William- s
Paint None
ter. Building Paper, Plaster, Mine, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors,
Etc.. Etc.

PRICES $1.50, $1.00, 75c

J.

CGttUERCL

c--

BUILDERS'

C.

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

BALDRIDCE

Bet-

Etc.

423 South First

x

Mc-Hr- g,

statement;

The State National Bank of Albuquerque

Uiiv buffer from IUieuniatini?
you know that Theuniullc pains
lo
'Can be relieved? If you doub; this
Just trv one application of Chamberlain's Pain Halm. It may not give
you relief from pain but will make
rest and sleep possible, and that
certainly means a great deal to any
For
one afflicted with rheumatism.
oale by All Druggist.
DeWitt's Carbollzed Witch Hacel
Pa'.ve is especially recommended for
.piles. Hold By J. H. O'Rlelljr Oo.
'

--

Loans
$515,750.77
United States Bonds
103,750.00
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
Fixtures, Vaults, etc
5,489.91
Cash
216,518.88
$879,509.56

ee

of

Capital Stock
Profits
Circulating Currency
Deposits

8

100,000.00
645,569.33

$879,509.56

OF

Albuquerque, New Mexico
United States Depository

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907

$100,000.00
33,940.23

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
RESOURCES

Loans and Discount
Honda, Securities and Heal Estate..
1308,000.00
U. S. Bonds
465.134.40
Exchange
394,333. 51
Caah in Vault
Cash Resources

Totl
I

osySK)SK3SKmOfKmOm090mjmomO

LIABILITIES

1.74,il9.

(1, 293.72

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

I

252.653.01
200,000.00
2,553.037.60

1,17,46.1
11,006.690.62

Totals

.11.005,690.62

09d909000momOSK)900K)90SX7

MONDAY,

JAN VARY

,

SiLBUQ (JERQUE

1908.

States military, state, terrior provisional authorities In
the Florida and Georgia Seminole
war of S T mid IMS; the Fevre
Hiver Indian war of Illinois of lHi'T;
the Sac and Fox Indian war of 1x31:
of
the Sabine Iiidhui disturbances
and 137; the Cay use Indian
war of 1 S 4 T and 1S4S, on the Pacific
coast; tile Florida wars wl.h the
Seminole Indians, from 1S42 to 1:,,
Inclusive; the Texas ami New .Mexico
Indian wars of 1S49 to 1S60. Inclusive; the California Indian disturbances of 151 and 152: the l'tah
Indian disturbances of lJt.iO to 1S53.
Inclusive, and the Oregon and Washington Territory Indian wars from
ISiil to 1S56. Inclusive; and also to
Include the surviving widows of such
ofliccrs and enlisted men: Provided,
That such widows have not remarried: And provided further. That
whre there is no record of enlistment or muster Into the service .f
the I'nlted States n any of the wars
mentioned In this act the record of
pay by the United States, or the
record of filch service, enlistment, or
muster In In the War Department of
the United States or on Hie in the
of any adjutant general of the
states and territories above mentioned and referred to shall he accepted as full and satisfactory proof
of such enlistment and service: Ami
provided further. That all contracts
heretofore mane between the beneficiaries under 'his act and pension
attorneys and claim agents are hereby declared null and void.
TO ALII It. 7HK2.

EVENING

pack sEviar.

CITIZEN.

t'nlted
xxxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxraxx torial,
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New Mexico Bills
In Congress

1
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1IOCSE ROLL 768.1.
JlFUi.Vll.Mi TO MINING CLAIMS
Mr. Ami row Introduced tlie Fallown
Referred t
ing Hill Wlileii
tlx) Committee on Mines and Mining mid ordered t4 lie lrlnted.
A 1U11 to anientl section twenty-thre- e
of the
hundred and twenty-fou- r
Revised Statutes of the Culled
States relating to mining claims,
lie It enacted by the senate an.!
of the
house of representatives
I'nlted Smtefi of America In congress
assembled, that the provisions of
hunsection numbered tvenry-thre- e
of the Revised
dred and twenty-fou- r
State.,
United
which
of
the
Statutes
requires that on each claim located
day of May, eighteen
after the tenthseventy-twand until
hundred and
patent has been issued therefor, not
less than one hundred dollars' worth
of labor ahall be performed or improvements made during each year,
lie suspended fop the year nineteen
hundred and seven, so that no mining claim which has been regularly
located and recorded as required by
the local laws and mining regulations shall bo subject to forfeiture
of the annual
for
assessment work for the year nineteen hundred and seven: Provided,
that the claimant or claimants of
any mining locution, in order to secure the benefit of this act,
hall
cause to be recorded in the oflice
where the location notice or certificate Is filed, on or before December
thirty-firs- t,
hundred
anil
nineteen
seven, a notice that he or they In
good faith Intend to hold and work
said claim.
Sec. 2. That this net shall take
effect from and after its passage.
o,

II.

It,. 7IIHI.

ltKLATIN; TO

Pl'.N-MOX-

1K

S

INDIAN VFHKRAXS
Introduced the following bill; which was referred to
the committee on Pensions and
ordered to be printed.
A bill amending act of June 27,
1898. permitting payment of pensions
to officers and men of Indian wars
and their widows, between 1S4 9 and
Mr. Andrews

1854.
He

it enacted

by the senate and

house of representatives of the United States of America In congress
assembled. That the provisions, limitations and benefits of the act entitled "An act granting pensions to survivors of the Indian wars of 1N32 to
1842. inclusive, known as the Mack
Hawk war, Creek war, Cherokee disturbances, and the Seminole war,"
approved July 27, 1S92. be, and the
same are hereby, extended, from the
date f the passage of this act. to
the surviving officers and enlisted
men, including marines, militia and
volunteers of the military and n ival
service of the United States who
served for thirty days or more and
were honorably discharged under the

1

classified ad
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THEY REACH MORE FEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
FOK SALE My farm of 30 acres,
one mile northwest
city. C. E.

FOR RENT
KOK

g.

hi

Wliy Colds Arc Dangerous.
would be immune from disease, keep the system healthy. Each
successive cold weakens the consti
and renders Infectious diseases
tution
more liable.
Chamberlain's Cougn
Kemeily will cure your cold prompt-- :
ly and restore the system to its nor- -'
mal condition. For sale by All Drug-- !

oflice.
Foil SALE

A few bargains In good
within
property cheap If taken
the next few days. One of the best
business corners In the city; some
choice business lots; a nine room,
frame dwelling, modern,
cottages with
close in; two
bath and electric lights I26U0 for
both; three 50-lots on East
Central avenue $200 for all three,
A.
and many more like them.
Fleischer, real estate and Insurance, 212 U South Second street.
ft

gists.

Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
at Champion Grocery Co.

vrrrrrrrrrrrTrTrrrrfyrTf
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OPPORTUNITIES

.-
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Home b..klng, taffies,
etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
Flneron.
FOR SALE One room house, good
lot. A simp for 14311.
Portertleld
Co.,216 West. Gold avenue.
FOK SALE Four and
tages; prices and
reasonable.
Frank Ackerman, K oni 1, Grant
building.
modFull SALE iFine new
ern house on South Walter street.
A bargain.
Terms easy. Poner-fiel- d
Co.. 218 West Gold avenue.
FOK SALE Ixits In Eastern Addi- tion from 150 up. Easy terms.
Portertleld Co.. 216 West Gold ave- nue.
SAL.E-Jellle- s,

--

cot-ter-

WANTED
Washwoman,

WANTED

lzen office.

Apply

.Cit- -

W ANTED Piaiu serting, 413 North
'Sixth street
WANTED Two well dressed men

I'EIISOXAL ntOPF.ltTY LOANS

MONEY to LOAN

257.

DHS. IUIOXSCN

ESTATE BARGAINS

von

IN THE CITIZEN

TELEPHONE IS

AT

t
New

York avenue
room alMibc, iron roof, lot
Mux 100,
road,
.Mountain
near car line
5 room cement lHiue, 3rd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
nl ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, close

2,500

4

In

room brick, modern, corner lot, 2nd ward
5 room frame, 4tli ward,
corner
Tlii-croom firick, Fourth
wurd
Ono of tlie HwcllpMt renl- dtiicea In town
brick, modern,
Six room
close In
Seven room brick, mod5

1,500
2,000
1,100
3,000
2,650

ern
Handles from two to 2011
acres.
Lots in all parts of town.

Dlt. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Koonm 2 and
Ilnruou Building,
Over O'ltielly'H Prug store.
A)H)!iitmcnt. miule by mall.
Phone 711.
lCDMCXD

orilcc hours. 0 a.
1 :30 to
Appointment
30H Went Central

1,500

MISS CRANE

8,250
8.500

I.

SIS N. Bcond-.hona
VY. L. TRIMBLE & LO.
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRAXSI KR STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
cnangea.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CTT

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

D. S.

Thos. F. Keleber
JAP-A-LA-

400

It. V. 1). RYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office, l irst National Bank Building.
Albuquerque. X. M.

Ton a

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. FfaQL
rirnln o n A
Fine line of Imported Wines. Liquor
nnu
rmcd your oraarsj
for this finals.
line with us.
NORTH THIRD 81.

Moat Market

PERSONAL Wealthy lady, considered handsome, desires to marry
young or middle aged man of respectable appearance,
Xo objection to mechanic or one living in
the country.
Miss lnmn, Dept.
129, Industry Hldg.. Chicago.

The Cleaner

MONTOYA

riixiiH

OUTFITTERS

INSURANCE

For Rent

Necessary for

Housekeeping

B. A. SLEYSTER
20--

i oom rooming flat, modern
In
at a bargain. Bargain
real estate, call and see.
AcciAgent for Travelers'
dent & Life Insurance Co.

R
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and 11, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 136.
A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 West leiurul Avenue.

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Strait

at

1

BY X PRESS

I'liiliaJnilng a Scclalty.

':.

-

17

X.

W

r
A little want ad, day by, day,
Does the workyou draw the pay,
i

It sees the people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.
(EDS

AV.

la nk 1'ixdih'UiCns.
'When attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat Is sore. It
is rank foolishness to take any other
medicine than Dr. King's New Discovery." aaya C. O. Eldridge, of Empire, Ga. "I have used New Discovery seven years and I know It is the
be-s-t
remedy on earth for coughs and
colds, croup, and all throat and lung
troubles. My children are subject to
croup, but New Discovery quickly
Known the
eures every attack "
world over a the King of throat and
lung remedies. Sold under guarantee at All Dealer. 50c and fl.00.
Trial tiottle free.
Mineral Water
Pal Pinto Well
eures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocr (or It
1

HAIR

DRESSER AXD
DIST

CHIROPO-

DR. II. I. PETTIF'ORD
Veterinary.
Practical Therapeutics.
Obstetrics
and Surgery on Homes, Cattle, Sheep
Hogs. Dog
and Cats. Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner,
121
North
Third, Phone
460.
Hospital
and
Residence. 733 South Walter. Residence phone, C20.

If You Want A

Co.
Borradaile
GOLD
'

S. K.

WILLIAM n ELD EX
Veterlnury.
Surgery and IX'inistry a
402 South Edith Phone 405.

f

Ik

F. H. McRHIDE.
Agent, Santa FV, X. a
HOOPER,
ti. P. & T. A, Denver. Colo.

VETERINARY

Sewing Machine
i

RAILWAY
Tlirough tlie fertile San Luis Valley,
al w to Uie San Juan county of Oolo
rado.
F'or information as to rules,
service, descriptive literature.

ADAMS
FTtEXCH
UNDERTAKERS.

New Home

All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices

Denver&RioGranife

txtdertakf:r.

AGENT

ii

r,

BORDERS.

PHONE-4- 60

'"MB!'-I-

Direct Route
Tlie Mining Camps of Colorado .
L'tah and Nevada; to
tluto- rado Springs and Pueblo is vu tUav

121

BY MAI I

DAVIS & Z EARING
303 W. Gold Ave.

1
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North Third
street.
The enly real steam
cleaning plant In the southwest.
We are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything that
Is cleanable.
In cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes, we take
the front seat. All we ask Is a
trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
Goods called (or and desold.
livered on short notice.

1

rt

il

UNDERTAKERS
Located

iv

am adi

THIRD STREET

Thornton,

1

Railroad Avoomo

HOME

"Jn'

.yy.

WtMt

E. v. nonsoN
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
nlfulfn ranch withmen, between ages of 21 and 35;
in ii few blocks of Uie
Attorney
at Law.
4.500
Mtreet car lino
citizens of United States, of good
alfalfa ranch five
character and temperate habits,
Office. Cromwell Block,
mllcH north of town $65
who can speak, read and write
Albuquerque, N. M.
English. For Information apply to
ier acre.
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
VOn RKNT.
1K.V M. BOND
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico
House from 2 to 8 room.
igh
In
milt.
to
Money
loan
to
All KlinLi of FYesh and Suit ' Blcsttafc
minis
for-hagents
WANTED General
Attorney at Iw.
Steam Siiusas-- F'aetory.
4 5 H. P. automograde
f;m
Pensions, Land Patents. Copyrights,
k en wo
bile; start now for 190S. don't
Masonlo
Building, liNorth Third Mrs
Cuveuta, Letter Patents, Trade
wait, capital required, big profit.
Marks,
Claims.
Pullman M. V. Co., 503 Higher
32 V. street, N. M. Washington. T. C. Erxxxx
Bldg,. Chicago.
1
WANTED Capable men to fill exX
Real IMnte and Loans. Notary
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISO.N
ecutive, technical, office and merX
Put. lie. 215 W. Gold Ave.
cantile positions.
We can place
Attorney-at-Layou In the position for which you
4
are qualified. Southwestern Busii
Offii-with V. B. Clillders,
ness Association. 203 H East Cen117 West Gold Avenue.
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 257.
Every Thing
xxxxj
txxxxxxxxxxx;cx)C)oooooc.Tf

A.
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MILL

m. to 12:30 p. m.
5 p. m.
DEVOES REDY PAIXT
made by mall.
Olio Gallon Clivers 600 Square Feet.
Ave. Phono 456.
PALMETTO ROOF PAIXT
Stops Leaks, Lams Five Years.

e

fit.

PLANING

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTT.
nen in neei 01 aisli, door, lnunr
etc. Sireetl wnrlf m a,mUalr iftl
South l lr't street. Teleptione 43X

LAWYERS

l,400i
7,500

J. ALGER,

PR ICtS

COST

Tailoring ana
Ladle'
Dressmaking

Second Street between Central an4l
Copper Avenue.

DENTISTS

SALE.

Six room house, West

& P.ROXSON

Ilomeopatlilo Physician
ami Surgeons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
Phone, Office, and lies., 628.

30-nc-

A LITTLE WANT AD

MILLINER

UP-TO-DA- TE

67.

580.

WANTED Genu'
second
hand clothing.
hats at
615 South Firs! street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED
Hooks .o audit or correct, bookkeeping or ollUe systems
open,
to
books t keep evenings.
Much experience.
Address, D. S.
B., care Citizen oftlis.
WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
at cost for next ter. days call on
Miss C. P. Crane, 612. North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors. Phone 944. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED Men who are especially
qualified for high class positions;
tenographers. bookkeepers, managers, salesmen and olllce men, for
positions In New Mexico, Arizona,
Texas and Mexico. Do not call unless you can give the best of references.
Southwestern
Business
Association, 203 H East Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

Highland Livery

-e

REAL

CARDS

. M. SHERIDAN. M. I).
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Otvllentnll7lfe" Building.
IIMIU!M1U nitric
Telephone 886.
Ili'joltn Ra.
Phone 56.
Saddle horses a specialty.
Beat
DR. I J. PATC1IIN
drivers in the city. Proprietors ot
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
PhyMleliin and Surgeon.
OffWv over Vnnn Drug Store. OfY
fice hours t m 12 a. in.. 2 to 5, and
7 to 8 p. m.
STYLE
Phones, oflice 441,

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
as low as 10 and as high as
1200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
youi possession. Our rates are reasl5.
onable. Call and see us before borrowing.
1K. It. L. III'ST
THE IIOISICIIOI.D LOAN CO.
Physician
and Surgeon.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Itooms
N. T. ArmlJo Building.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Dll. SOLOMON 1 1. m UTON.
303 4 West Railroad Ave.
ritlVATE OFFICES
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Ofilce. 610 South Walter
Open Evenings
Street. Phone 1030.

On

and ladles for "College Widow,"
big foot ball scene. Call at theater
stage 6:30 pm., Monday.
WANTED To make your old hatj
and clothes look like new, in the
car, wesi Gold avenue. Phone
pooas.
hoes and

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

Obckler.

KlXTIi

Tf you

::;

'

KKNT Furnished rooms and
hoard in the Highlands. 615 East
Cen.rnl.
Foil KENT Nice clean furnished rooms, modern, S09V4 West Central avenue.
house on
FuK KKNT Seven-room
North Fourth street; strictly modern. Inquire at 919 North Fourth.
rooms for
FOR KENT Furnished
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
avenue.
Coal
East
i.otmi:nt or Indian LAN RH FOK KENT Two modern rooms for
light housekeeping. Inquire at 418
Mr. Andrews introduced the followWest Silver avenue.
ing bill; which was lef'erreu to the
524 So.
cc mmittee
on Indian Affairs und FOR KENT .Minneapolis. llghthouse-kcrp'nSecond St.. rooms for
ordered to be printed.
Also bed rooms. Cheapest
A bill to amend section three of
In city.
an act entitled "An act to provide for
the al'otmonl of land in severalty." Foil
modern
KENT
and so forth, approved February 8,
frame house, furnished. 315 South
1"1.
Proa d way. Call at 309 (south
Me it enacted
by the senate and
liroadway.
house of representatives of the UniKENT three rooms at 208
ted States in congress assembled, FOH
South Third, near corner of Gold
That the provisions of the proviso
avenue. Also 4 rooms at corner of
of section three of the act of FebruKoma avenue and
rifth street.
ary 28, 1!1, being an act to amend
Houses, lots and ranches for sale.
and further extend the benefits of
close in. E. H. Dunbar, Gold ave- the act approved February 8. 1887,
nue and Third street.
entitled "An act to provide for the
allotment of land in severalty to InFOR SALE
dians on the various reservations, and
to extend the protection of the laws
of the I'nlted States over the
Indians, and for other purposes." auth- FOH SALE Ten pounds extracted
orizing the leasing for grazing .and
honev for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
mining purposes of Indian reservation
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
by
lands occupied
Indians who have
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
bought and paid for ihe same, are
new tStevens'
hereby made applicable to lands pin-- FfK SALE A brandgun.
never fired.
single barrel shot
iced within any Indian reservation
A high grade and strictly up to
tstahlished by act of congress or exedata gun. Inquire at The Citizen
cutive order.
of-fl-

iM

I

Plumber
Telephone No, 61
The Standard

1221

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturge-- s'
cafe, is prepared
to
thorough fiealn trcAtmnt
a. 1.4.
dressing, treat corns, bunions and la
eiuwing nana.
sne gives maasaga
treatment and mnnlxuplnv
Kamblnl's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skia and
improves thu rAmnlrfTlnn
Dnil Ia
guaranteed
not to be injurious. Bbe
MISCELLANEOUS
also prepares a hair tonic thai curee
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
F. W. SPEXCER
removes moles, warts and supernuoaa
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
Architect.
machines. For any blemish of taa
face
call and consult Mrs. Bambini
South Walter.
Phone S55.

KILLtu COUCH

Dr. Vaucaire's

Formula
Our work is a our name
impllrg, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Heat!n

C9

by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henrj
Symea. to develop the bust from 4
to
lnchan.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true tlalega
Extract.
It perfectly
hai mlest.
The Vaucalre Formula la a general
tonic, but It hai a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cent. For aale by

Highland Pharmacy and

Pharmacy

Al-vara-

CURC tim LUNCS

mo

do

with

Dr. King's

Now Discovery
"yi-n... IVVQLDS

M
. K

a

AND At 4. THROAT AND

PBICB
ton a una.
trial iuttli tmm
lUNQTROUBlES.

UUARANT0 8ATI3FA0X0iik

,OB

JMLOWEY

liEJfUNDEIX

1

ALBUQlTERQlt!

PAGK EIGHT.

MOI.V,

CITIZEN

EVENIEO

.I.Wl'AtlY

fl.

1

90S.

cal characters," who stood by to see

the hole In the mlddie of the
KANSAS CITY EXPLOSION that
street hud fair play.
Tho teamsters were Christian men
of the real Christian typo for any
one In that intended little throng
MYSTERY MAY NEVER
statement
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During the new year by wearing our shoes.
Put your ioot in them. You will find them as

WOMEN'S WALKING SIIOUS
WOMEN'S SIJPPKliS
SllOfS 1XK IMIYS AMI filKUS

to $5.00
to 3.50
to 5.00
to 5.00
to 3.50
to 3.50
to 2.75

OF

$12 cut to $5
ON
ALL

HATS

PATTERN

with the
these tlndows level
sidewalk. I a stranger had attempt-

of

ed to rea.ih the stairway from the
ou side he would have been detected and Mopped."
Air. Swii;ney said he believed
crank threw the bomb.

The damage to the bank building,
amount to several
thousand dollars.
"Had Ho building not been of
exceptionally strong cons. ruction It
would havcj been wrecked," said Mr.
Swinney.
Cap;ain t'elletler of the fire insurance patrol was standing
at the
cashier's window of the bank when
the explosion occurred. He was about
to pay oft a note and held u considerable gum of money In his hands.
"There came one difenlng blast,"
said. Captain
Pellctler,
"and the
It sounded very
crash of glass.
loud.
The bank was crowded with
persons, many of them women. They
just stood mill for a moment, then
aa the Kinoke and dust pulled up
through the stairway and floor they
screamed and nvade a rush for the
exits.
It was hard work to prevent
a crush which might have seriously
Injured some of the women.
"I am sure
the explosion was
cauwecl by one of three things,
dynamite or giant powder.
When the slunk came 1 thought ut
first that the building had caved rn
and then cume the odor of explosives.
To me it smelled very much
like nitroglycerin.
"And again, the force of the explosion was downward.
No natural
gas could have worked the same
way this explosive did. The building
wan filled Immediately with a dense
choking smoke, that had the peculiar smell of nitroglycerin or dynamite."
"1 was In several mines iai-- t summer where .h re w as much blasting, and the ;n!.'6 of this explosion
was exactly li'.te that cf dynamite rr
aw used then," ciald
powder
Alex
Henderson, first assistant fire
chief. "I am sure that a bomb was
he said, wuuld
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SECOND LIEUTENANTS
i:iiiiiiiintimi Held Here
Some Weeks Ago.
Adjutant General A. V. Tarklngton
has Informed Major I!. Kuppe that
Sergeant Major David Lane and Private K. Forbes, of Company 0, and
Private M h tin llyan. of Company K,
successfully passed the examination
held recently for second lieutenant
and that he will forward their com
missions in a few days.
Sergeant Major Dane and Private
Forbes will be commissioned second
lieutenants In Company G and Private Kyan second lieutenant In Company K. The examination was held
recently by a commission of which
Major Kuppe was chairman.
Adjutant General Tarklngton congratulated the men on the good
showing they made In the
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E. L. Washburn Company
119 West Gold Ave

122 S. Second St.
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If you did not

6 Cup Size
Aluminum, $4.00
Porcelain, $3 00

"

Aluminum, $4.50
Porcelain, $3.50)

14 Cup Size
Aluminum, $5.00

Porcelain, $4.00

To Cure a
Take LAXATIVE
l aniets. Druggists
It fails to cure.
E. W.
C.ROVE'S
signature Is on each box. 25c.

INCREASING IN VALtTE STEADILY. 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLAHS
WORTH OP SMALL STONES WE
WHJi SELL AT IXWER PRICES
TILVX THEY CAN BE BOUGHT Af
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stow.

210
West
Gold

E.F.C0BL

TAXIDERMIST
Birds a Specialty
P. MATTEUCCI
STORE

AND

Makes Perfect Coffee frea from the
bitter taste caused by boiling and
retaining all tho delicious aromatic
fragrance of the Coffee Bean a healthful appetizing beverage, clear as wine,
though no eggs are used.

V?

Quk.
iwnple.

Scetiml

TVV

View

Jm oo any
kind of Stove,
Uniform id
Made of Pure Aluminum aad m Two Style,
In 4 uea, 4 lo 4 cupa.
Empire and Colonial.

To taste Coffee made in the "Universal" and know for the first time what
Perfect Coffee is like is worth living
for. Any one can make Perfect Coffee
in the "UNIVERSAL."

Wagner Hardware Co.

Ono Day.
BROMO
Quinine
refund money If

ALL THE TIME

The " Universal I'
Coffee Percolator

9 Cup Size

CVild In

SHOE

an Hour

Boys' Heavy Overcoats. 10 to 19 years, price 6.50, now 4.15
Boys' Heavy Overcoats, 10 to J 8 years, price 8.00, now 6.00
Grey or Black Overcoats, all sizes, price 15, now 11.25
Men's heivy-weigBlack Overcoats, price 16.50, now 12.30
Men's heavy-weigHeavy-weighGrey or Black Overcoats, price 18, now 14.50
t
Men's
Dress Overcoats, price 20, now 15
Men's Heavy-weigElegant Dress Overcoats, price 25, now 18.75
Men's Heavy-weigElegant Dress Overcoats, price 30, now 22.50
Men's Heavy-weig-

o

.OST An opportunity
use these columns.

heavy.

WAGON

Is the best temedy known

today for dyspepsia, indigestion and
all troubles arising from a disorder
ed stomach.
It Is pleasant, prompt
ana thorough. Bold ;by J. H. O Hielly

GREAT OVERCOAT SALE

very

$100,000.

Are you looking tor something? Re
member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to tha people and
they talk to you.

-

the world's finest tailors.

Aluminum, $3.50
Porcelain, $2.50

WASHINGTON

The case of Dye and Childers
against H. C. Crary, Involving the
sale of ;he Compromise gold mine,
near White Oaks, ijinooln county,
will come up in the United States
supreme court in Washington Thurs
day.
Attorneys W. B. Chllde.rs. for
the plaintiff, and H. B. Fergusson,
for the defendant, left for Washington last night to appear in the case.
The .New Mexico supreme court de
cided In favor of the plaintiffs, the
defendants appealing to the supreme
court. The plaintiffs allege the mine
was sold under attachment In the ab
sence of Dye without his knowledge.
The mine is said to be worth from

ooooooooooooo
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THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

.Mine Near White Oak Worth
00(1 Is the Itcme of Contention.

E.

season's stylish goods from Kuppenheimer and Stein-Bloc-

SIMON STERN

$75,- -

EVERYTHING IN

THE JEWELRY LINE

FOR

I

4 Cup Size
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The county commissioners In sesDIAMOND
sion at the court house today on the
recommendation of J. E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction, voted an appropriation of
We
Diamonds, Watclies, Jewelry, Cut Glow, Clocks, Silverware.
liui) from the general school fund
to be used In defraying the expenses
ItiTite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.
of an exhibit of the work. oZ the
liernarlillo county schools at the
coining National Irrigation congress
In this city.
A. B. Stroup superintendent of the
Hernarlillo county schools. Is now at
work securing an exhibit from the
county schools. The city schools will
also make an exhibit at the congress.
The commissioners appointed the
following road supervisors
at the
meeting today: Francisco Gabeldon,
first district; E. Barela, second district, and W. II. GUlenwater, third
district.
was appointed
Tomas Girardo
of the court house and Man-- J
Janitor
Most Modern Methods.
uel Sanchez y Capla was appointed
First-Clawatchman at the Barelas bridge and
Equipment.
Nicaron Pacheco watchman at the
Money.
No
or
Satisfaction
Corrales bridge at a salary of $30 a
month each.
Chaves & Sanchez were awarded
the contract for excavating a canal
In the bed of the Kio Grande at
Harelas to divert the current of the
w v 7ft;p p
river, which 'has been damaging the
Barelas bridge. Their bid was $647.-(- 5.
They furnished bond In the sum ALBUQUERQUE CROWDED
of t,100. The canal Is to be completed by February 80.
Manuel Apodacu was appointed to
WITH THEATRICAL PEOPLE
fill the unexpired term of constable
5.
precinct
In
of Jose Garcia
213
Colleges Widow" Tonight and
Take DeWltt'a Kidney and Bladder "The . illicitly
hiici i
They promptly rel'eve backPills.
N iglit.
ache and weak brX Sold by J. H.
O'Klelly Co.
Albuiiueniue is quite alive with
oFine
Repairing
theatrical people. The Charles B.
FEE'S DFXICIOl'S nyr C1IOCO-ILATcompany, which will give
WALTON'S DKL'O STORK. aHanford
performance of "Antony and Cleopatra" at the Klks' opera house, to
morrow evening, arrived this mornI
ing from the north. Mr. Hanford and
his leading lady, Miss Alice Weston,
coming on the limited, and the remainder of the company coming In
a passenger coach attached to a
freight train.
From the south this afternoon arrived a special train carrying Henry
W. Savage's "College Widow" company with some eighty people. The
heavy weight overcoats for this season of the
We have too many men's and
latter company Is on the boards at
goods
sweeping
for
In
room
make
new
we have made a
order to
year.
reduction
the Klk.V tonight with what U repute, I to be the best attraction of the
on every heavy coat in the store. It will pay you to buy now for the future. All this
season. The ticket sale has been
ss

Green Tag Ad
Page S
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.Might Have Bern for Kovcnjr".
"The only theory I have is that I',
must have been a uno placed there
" 11 T.
by someone sek! id reve
Abui uathy, vl e
the
of
bank, said.
"omu o.iu, pfih.ipj' 'vr. has had
his money tied up during the finanPersonally, howcial stringency.
ever,
know of no enemies the bank
might have, but it seems tj i.it tha.
this Is the only explanation.
"The odor of powder and smoke
came up from the basement immediately aftervard, and it. wis ?i
ill' use we could scarcely breathe."
During the Investigation that
the explosion, Chief Henderm
son found a small Iron
the hole made by the explosion. It
was directly under the plaie where
the washstand was before the explosion,
Bul the officials could not
determine whether it had been used
as the shell of a bomb.
"It might have been used as a
covering, but I am not sure," said
Chief Henderson. "The casting might
have ben from some of the plumbing, but gave no evidence of having been connected to anything.
It
was a casting such as Is used to joint
two pipes, but no other pipes were
Joined to it when I found It."
Jtuyes' Theory.
John Hayes, former chief of po
lice, arrived soon after the explosion
occurred. With Captain I'clletler, he
made a careful Inspection of the
room where the explosion occurred.
Then he announced that he was
positive that nitroglycerin or other
explosive had been used. The for
mer chief told several persons that
he believed someone
had walked
through the mail department on the
llrst tloor. down tho stairway to the
toilet room, placed the bomb under
and
then walked
the washstand
boldly out again without being no
ticed.
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comfortable as old shoes, and yet they always
look like new ones because they hold their shape.
The reason : They are trim, snug, symmetrical
fitters; conform to the foot as a glove does to
the hand. If you doubt our word, try them and
$2.50
1.85
3.50
a.r.o
1.75
1.25
1.00

oL

Jone. a wholesales grocery
merchant or Silver City, spent Sunday In Albuquerque.
Mis Mary McQua.le. of cjallup, Is
entertaining her cousins, Mi.s Ciith-ciin- e
Xaxli n it it Mis Marie Shep-pHi- il
nt Albuquerque.
W. It.
district freight and
agent for the Santa Ke,
He
ietunie.1 list night ;o Kl
accompanied the party tf geologists
to the petrilted forest anil the (.Jrand
Canyon,
Miss Wlady Chillier, accompanies
her father. Attorney V. It. Chllders,
on IiIh trip
to
Washington.
Mr.
Chihlers has been railed there on
busine
and M
t'hlldern accompanies hi in as a pleasure trip.
Nicholas irengH, of Unllup. has
been in Albuquennie the pant week
and lias bid on th nrv li'i.onO cold
storage plant of the 1,. H. I'ultiey
company. lie is also bidding on a
large, amount of cement sidewalk to
be built at Fort W'lngate.
'ol. 1). K. 11. .Sillers returned last
night from the cimps of the Copper
Prince .Mining company in the Death
Valley district in Nevada, where he
and a party of mine owners camped
on heir claims .New Year's night to
warn off claim jumpers. Airs. Sellers ai eompaniej the colonel.
'Mrs. Simon N'eustadt. of T.js
Is In the city the gueM of her
sisier, Mrs. J.ouls Ttauer. Mr. N'eustadt. who In postmaster and the
proprietor of a large general store
at Los lamas, spent yeoterday In the
city and returned to the Valencia
county seat last night.
son of J. C.
Kenneth Baldrldge,
lialdridge, left Monday evening for
llooneville, Mo., to resume his studies
In the Kemper
Military Institute.
Mr. Haldridge, who has been here to
upend the holidays, was accompanied
by Fred Kee'd, of Albuquerque, who
will also enter the Institute.
Captain William A. Burbank, who
arreted in Santa Fe about a month
ago from Manila, where he held an
constabulary
utiles
la Philippine
force, has been appointed as chief
clerk in the office of the territorial
penitentiary.
Captain liurbank entered upon his new duties January
Hope, who has held
1.
C.
Frank
the. poKitimi for several inouUis past,
has None to Lux Vegas, w here he resided- prior to his going to Santa Fe,
to accept the prison clerkship.
K.

Improve your standing

JIKNS IHtlXS MIOi;S
WKS'S 11K.WY S1IOKS
3MKVS Hlt;i! TOP SIIOKS
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today will bear out the
that the tenmsers did not swear.
Others did, however.
After trying in vain to pull the
wagon out, the teamsters dumped
the dirt It contained and tried again.
The wagon still stuck. Then the
teamsters got a pick and tried to
dig the wagon wheti free. The more
they dug, the deeper the wheel went
down, Some one suggested that they
send for the big balloon used by
Aeronaut Blondln during the fair
and attach It to the wagon. Just
up with a
then a helper turned
shovel and tho teamsters shoveled
dirt from under the wagon, over the
wagon and all around the wagon.
Then while the crowd cheered
manfully, .the teamsters urged the
horses to one la.st efferot and the
wagon
after almost a solid hour's
work was finally released from the
deep hole snd towed to dry land.
It Is understood that one of the
teamsters la now engaged In work
on a set of plans for a canal system
down Gold avenue, so that dirt can
he towed In barges to other localities where It is needed even worse
If thai is possible.

321-32- 3

West Central

WE GUARANTEE
Fall 2,000 Pounds

la

every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have always made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
appeared
in both our daily payears
for
to
it,
similar
pers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully any that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
IMock, Crested Butte ITard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Hill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Cofce.

REPAIRS

Green Front
105 North First Street

JOHN S. BEAVEN

2

South First

Shovel Kin for
.Mud Hole
Water l'lie

Ut

t.ct Out ot

Kur-iiiii- j;

TIicii
on l.oltl Avi'iiui
Tlicy Didn't Sttcur.
iluya
ortioiij
works miu'uiik

aome of

Scvi't-.- U

the

ob- -

city water
a l'ak In the middle
of (.old avenue beiween First and
otreeta.
Aftt-the leak had been In healthy
oiniiiiion for several hours, Turkmen ilu a deep hole In the street
in slopping the ilow
and
of water.
Tlon it rained. (It may only have
)
ThU ufiernoon
been a
about two o'clock aa one of the city
wajjons hauling dirt to rduK up oth
er portions of the city boulevards
was pas.-inwest on Gold avenue.
one tear wheel shot suddenly out of
.ight hi a mess of clinging adobe
mud and the wagon ceased to move.
The driver shouted at the horses;
they lUKtied and Btrained In vain;
the wasuii and Its load of dirt re
mained stuck mired down In the
main
middle of one of Albuquerque
thoroughfare.
It was roal'y an embarrassing
:glit.
!Sever.u strangers In the city
Joined a good sized crowd of "old
bystanders,"
resident" "Innocent
"uasHing pedustrrana" and "other
the

uf
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THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HARD WARE
Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery
WE AIM TO PLEASE.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

